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Dedication

 These are all to my love she make me whole , make me what I am, good and bad all I want all I

know.  They are my world feelings inside I can't hide all I write are because of them .
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Acknowledgement

 I'm a empathic, I'm one vary attached to two vary special ladies in my life.

All I write comes from deep inside way they make me feel, what they do to me . Even in the worst

times of my life it still a great day because of them. 
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About the author

 I'm one that came from a tough life. But still very

attached to this world, I love all living life but I hate

the darkness it dwells within it. Shattered after 25

years with one lady cold and very broken inside.

Most only have one that come to the rescue but I

was lucky I had two. They did more than just save

me, he painstakingly sewed back every inch of

every broken piece of my heart which one is threads

of their love and made me whole once again. I'm

often accused of being too nice to kind into

considerate and often hurt a lot. I give my all even

the people I don't know I try and help. I'm a

mechanic by trade and I love my job. I love all living

life the biggest animals to the very smallest even

the ones that crawl. I hope you enjoy what I have

written I hope you enjoy reading the feelings that I

try to convey the depths of swollen which they give

me it's almost impossible because some of these

words never been written or even invented no

Lyricist no Poet no writer ever has written the right

words yet.
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 summary

God's creation of country girl 

Most don't see the  true beauty 

So strong most dont see 

Because of you 

These vary words i speak.

Greatest thing is she's mine for all times ,

No body knows 

Three simple words 

I wish you could see inside me

You make me whole 

I tried to write but could not 

Did you ever want something so bad 

True to what happen to me 

No matter what I try

Please understand 

To Be Without You 

To my daughter from papa 

There is one, I try to explain 

All Day All Night

Dedicated to only one very special friend and brother

I love you more

You make me whole 

She the one that
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I want her to know

Truly beautiful woman 

Everything I dreamed 

" I'm a normal girl "so she says.

I

Only you 

My baby, my love, my life 

True to you 

Gossip 

Family 

God's plan his command 

As hard as I try I still fail

Nobody knows what I hide inside

In the quiet of the night

How do I 

True story most will not believe

My souls final quest

To all ladies encouragement 

I asked God for just one

Your my one and only 

Dedicated to the poets and writers and their lyricist

From this moment

Lessons of loneliness

I wake everyday 

When I wake 
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Sad but true dedicated to you

My honor 

I will 

It's you, know what I mean?

Family  dedicated to my sister Kathleen 

My core

Your true angel 

What happen in my past 

Dedicated to my sister I'm sorry my sister

My days quest 

Last quest 

Happy sister now

I just want you

What do you do ? I just want you

My Squeek

Eternity

To my Father 

Truth to beauty 

Beyond Comprehension

Can\\\'t sleep 

God's plan

True blue friend to the end 

Never ending poem
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 God's creation of country girl 

God sat and pondered for a while when the angles asked "what was bothing him" his reply was " I
Have made a creation of life and I sit to think if I miss anything ,this one has to be just right" it's a
woman . Angles replied "you have already created a perfect woman why are you focusing so hard
on this again ?"they asked his reply was " this one has to be beyond the qualities of what I had
already created , so Listen to what I have made and done it will explain why I sit and concentrate so
hard now " 

This one has to be unique above and beyond any other woman , not only does she need to love
family and bear children but she needs to have deepest love of all life and vision for it , she need to
respect all life all things without doubt or recorce ,she love country life so deep it can make her cry
with joy to see all my creation I have made ,she see and know the value of my creations so she can
be my medic my doctor to life I have made because the flaw in most do not see this and abuse it ,
she does not know just how important her roll is as a country girl, she does not know she is a direct
extension of me there , she just knows it a life she lives to love , she must be able to love the tinniest
things I have made to the biggest and know all values of them and how precious life is . She must
be able not only to get up and care for her family but to extend her love endlessly and see her
animals and country life as her family to , love them as her children , to work in all weather's all year
round endlessly as I do , to be able to get incredibly dirty and not care because she knows it's a
must get done , she does not know she's doing impossible feat of life and feeding my world , she
just does it because depth of love she has ,she is as strong as man and as rugged as well and still
be more gentler than any man could and beauty beyond any other woman that's the gift I gave her
for caring for my world the raw beauty no one else has but country girls , her qualities are rear, she
loves all out doors and loves to do more than any other woman does because she love my country I
created, I have made her the perfect woman to my creation to care in this life and all living things as
I , angles sat and cried with a gargle in there voice they said "your creations is remarkable she truly
is the mother to all life she is everything to everybody , but how can she endure" god replied "
because she is the one I carry everyday the one that I gave greatest endurance and strength,
greatest life and love next to mine and I guard her well with blessing I will answer when she asks for
then she's the mother to this world she is a" " country girl "
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 Most don't see the  true beauty 

  

True beauty of a woman does not lay upon the clothes she wears nor how she wears her hair or her
makeup it's not in what she has it's not the money it's not anything she possesses merely more than
what's inside her. It' not in how she walks . But the true beauty lies from within. It's in the way she
views life it's how she love with no end and the understanding and commitment to all life. The
unprecedented gentleness inside her the tireless love that she shows it's in becoming the lady
showing that there's no way she could become tired for her children there's some things that this
cannot be put into words but can only be watched. It's in her warm gentle touches and kisses when
their loved ones are hurt or even happy it's in her hugs that can repair the greatest damages in any
man or family member or friend to all lucky enough she become our greatest strength when we are
at our weakest that shows J just how strong she Is and we all underestimate her and yet she says
nothing ,is an all the special things that she does that most never notice, just for loved one and
friends and she does it from her heart just because ,it's in the tireless efforts of doing things and
taking nothing in return it's in the stern words that can repair any problems in all people with great
gentleness but still strong enough to get the point across. It's an all the sacrifices that she does that
nobody sees just because, she loves unconditionally because that's what she knows that's what she
has to do because that's what's inside her because that's the true beauty inside the woman she is. 
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 So strong most dont see 

So strong Most don't see 

Most men and family and friends underestimate just how strong women are and never see there
true strength . It's an incredible mixture for true gentleness mixed with strength that most don't see
or acknowledge . They can bare a child birth and not just one but at times multiple and still hold
there own and through the pain they can still regain and hold and love there child , they can
multitask for hours and still find strength to make sure her loved ones are secure as she puts her
self last , she can do all the chores and still look incredible still no one notices and even as her body
hurts and swells, with tears in her eyes she can shake off the issues and push forwards to finish the
day with a smile and no one see . She can go to all the functions family need to do smile even if
she's blue just to make her family happy and no one notices, she puts her loved ones first and her
self last and no one see , she makes sure the house is clean her family's comfort first and not even
a thank you or looks great but she finds the strength to do it day after day without hesitation or
rewards , she can work a job 8 hours a day and still as tired she is do everything just because she
places her family first and she's the last to rest her head while the rest of us are fast as sleep. She
can assist any family member with anything even if she's not sure what to do because the finishing
and comfort to her family comes first, she can even in times of great fear find strength most don't
dare t go near but some how she can save the day and not even a wow or thank you . So next time
you watch your mom ,wife, girlfriend, or lady tell her good job and thank you it looks great just simple
words is worth more to her than all the Gold in the world watch the smile come alive from inside ,she
is humble and loving has a magnitude of ability most never acknowledge or see next time watch her
she is amazing graceful tell her you love her and give her a hug and for once make her first .
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 Because of you 

Because of you 

 I now stair at the stars

Makes me feel like I want to fly and 

Almost touching them with my hands hi in the sky ,

Sometimes I reach out and try,

The world in which I live

Is caous a night mare till there was you 

Im crazily in love with you, so true!

I'm glad destiny gave me the chance to love beautiful you .

Even greatest poets can not express how I feel for you and daughter to, these words are because of
both of you,

No words are enough to describe how you alters my life and my all my vary being 

I've never chased any woman till you came along, you make everything seem perfect

You make my mistakes come undone

All because there was you , just magically right 

Fate or destiny, call it what you want

I'm glad, this is where you and i came to be, because of you,

Not just the laughs, but even the arguments that make us stronger setting our boundaries and life's
view for us to stronger we become makes sure all never comes undone,

Simple words and things between us, sets us free like all the poems I write because of you 

I love you without you life for me would not exist 

Ever since I've met you, there has been

No such thing as a truly bad day

Even after we disagree and argue to , Makes me love more and makes me thinking about how much
I do adore because of you, 

You makes all the stress go away and give me strength because of you everyday,

While this may sound odd but 

It just shows how much we truly care and love to the end ,

And how bitterness and our anger can never rule us or change our minds 

The grounds of love we share ,

The relationship that we built and share 

Is so very rear no one I know has what we do and for all of this because of you 

I truly love only you daughter to 

When I look and gaze at your beauty 
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Im in awe I giggle at how wonderful you are and glad that you picked me

I'm honored ,I'm over whelmed, im over joyed and at times I can't control myself and cry because of
you 

I love you truly I do you
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 These vary words i speak.

These very words, these very poems I wright I try so hard to convey what's not in sight. 

Its the purest raw motion that cannot be seen only felt, 

This Magnificent ,wonderful, charming, smart, graceful woman and a great mom named Silvana ,she
has no idea of how much her words can do.

Her words can do great things and build cities, her words can be devastating, more destruction to
me than all the armies and wars in the world.

She has my heart right from the start. 

She makes me see things no eyes can see, 

She makes me feel things no hands can touch, She makes me think things no mind can fathom,
God I love them both so much.

She can make me carry things no other man could.

You can call me love sick, even Crazy In Love, but that's what I am a depth of heart and soul,
unconditional from God above. 

I've never had never experienced, never felt this ever, she strapped it on me like a tight-fitting
emotional belt. 

Just the very sound of her voice it's overwhelming a true gift from the angels and God above, a
combination of all the greatest music and beautiful sounds of life given to my girl to speak her voice,
her choice it was me.

I love gods choice.

A beauty so rare that even Aphrodite and Athena would become jealous. 

Just in very way she walks shakes the earth upon which I stands. Her touches send shivers down
my spine and me I ache for more.

Because of you I done things I though I never do, I said things I though I never say. I know most
men never will they just don't have that inside and rather run away.  I'm convince she is  gods
greatest work the ones he spent the most time on and now your  mine. God knew from the start
angle he made that's  you.

I love you for who you are, will be and even your imperfections are perfect to me. I will always love
you always no matter what, nothing will ever change that ever. ?? 
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 Greatest thing is she's mine for all times ,

One I miss I can't resist , her love is pure and true greatest thing is she's mine for all times . She is
unique amongst any other woman that I found . 

She is more than just a woman that's soft and gentle, she is a mixture of greatest sweetness a true
zest for life.

Her sweetness and beauty is beyond compare she can drive me to my knees with just a stare, a
mixture of an angel's voice with the soft gentleness from her heart and soul that all seek to find more
than gold , and the greatest thing is she's mine for all times . 

Her touches to me or so soft and caring almost be on thought or comprehension and also daring.

She doesn't even have to touch you physically to get the sense of touch she can do it with pure
emotion and good at it much and greatest thing is she's mine for all times.

She has a body from hair to feet that God given it matches her soul priceless.

Skin so clear and smooth even God is impressed at his feat and greatest thing is she's mine for all
times. 

All I know are trapped inside her beautiful eyes so many colors it hypnotize as she stares.

Nothing compares , gift to who she allows to shares.

She can see much more than just life but truths and lies and dares no one can hid.

She see hurt ,pain ,happiness and joys without being told a true gift from above.

She's graceful as she walks draws attention from all that gawk.

Painted toe nails to perfection, the endless beauty can't be beat. 

She always meticulous as she dresses with great care and truly cares about her perception, she
dictates a positive one even when sick no one even know.

Her strength is great not just physically but emotionally, stronger then even she knows, never giving
her self credit for any of this. Humboldt she is.

She has a fire inside it's her defense to all that hurt or injure her life. 

Don't ever dare to come near daughter, family ,her love, to do harm.

You don't dare to face her when she's like this it's your own risk and your life you will miss.

With one deadly blow your beyond repair many under estimated her and soon fines it there cries
and own dispere with no one to care.

Greatest thing she's mine for all times.

Most have imperfections but to me I found none even imperfection are perfect, become as one.

 Even the vary God that created her are impressed he knows he never gives a life you that's not
best, or you can't handle or resist or trust.

Greatest thing is she's mine for all times. 

I hope she knows and see this what I speak is just but a drop in a endless sea all for me.

There's more but never enough words or time to explain or ever had been written. 

She's my goddess, my queen, my everything. 
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I'm hers always no matter what, I will fight to the end to defend, her honor ,her love ,her life, her
family , her all. 

You see I know the greatest gift given is her and daughter, given from man above because of this I
will kneel before him always.

I will die loving only her this is true.

Love sick I am but it' not her fault it just who she is how she's made perfect. 

Greatest think is she's all mine, as I will always be hers for all times even in death can't part what we
have there's a start with no end.

God I love you ! 
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 No body knows 

  

No body knows 

There are days where my days are not even close to the best, but I bow and kneel to the Father,
Son and Holy Ghost.

I am flawed, I am empathic, I am a lightworker, and most don't even know what those are.

I am one that is sensitive to Nature to the human spirit and to all life that exists in this world.

I gather strength from nature my family ,my live of my girls, and from the raw purest forms of love
when I am at my weakest or sadist.

I am one that can feel emotions of people very easily you without ever being told.

I am one that helps people even ones I do not know and even if it means hurting myself.

I have unique look at life and mankind, I love the life that exists in all living things but I hate the evil
that exists inside the darkness of all.

I help all living animals big to small, I even love all animals big to small even the ones that crawl.

I have a more than most knowledge of the solar system and this world.

I am one that seeks the truth.

I am one that speaks the truth, I try never to lie even if the truth hurts I know the truth sets you free.

I am one that tries to fight the darkness that covers this world acting like a sponge I absorb it all and
it wears me out.

I see a know things that I have no knowledge of explaining how I know just the fact that it was a
given gift.

I've never told my girls that I am this, I'm scared to tell them this.

Through it all I know our creator won't let me fall he knows I will fight for him his worker and I love
him.

It takes great strength to do the right thing to listen to learn from our mistakes to apply what we have
learned.

So my lessons to all are this, it takes no brains to be the bad person to speak the wrong to do the
darkness just open your mouth and speak without thinking just talk.

 To be the good person you trust put yourself aside and realize all human beings are the same we
all have problems, we all have those bad days to be the smarter better person we all need a better
plan.

We need to think before we speak or before we act this just isn't if it's a fact.

We do enough harm between each other, we do enough damage to this earth let's wake up and do
what's right and make this world better and bright.

An existence between all human beings even if you don't like them or see eye to eye, but you must
respect them and there lives for they have a life too.

And upon this Earth we all walk, let's make it a better place some place that we can actually look be
proud of and gawk, no matter where you live.
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Good and gracious and love all living things and creatures for they love and understand and
comprehend as well as we but as humans we sometimes forget that they love and have bad days
just like we do, so the next time when you having a bad day take a step out of your life and think.

Become the better human being the better person that we all must do

My girl is the greatest teachers of life to me you're the ones that Set Me Free besides our creator.

I love you 
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 Three simple words 

I love you, three simple words you speak, you don't know what they can truly do..

One a day passes without hearing them I am not whole but only half and my day feels that it is
ended even before it has begun.

But with them these,

Three words they can make my day sunny and bright.

Ones that make me smile for more than just awhile and longer than just a day but forever, those
magic words you say, ring out louder than any music or bells or voices ever could.

Three words that make make my day no matter how gray especially coming from my wife and
daughter to.

Three words that tickle me deeper than just from head to my toes, but to the very depths of my soul,

There's no words to explain the magic, and how much they do, they make loneliness and ache go
away by those three magic words that only you can speak.

Three words that you speak have more power over me that every human on earth.

Three words you speak you have no idea how much they keep.

They keep me on the straight and narrow, to keep me fighting for another day, they keep me
grounded and kneel before the God and which we pray.

Only two that can do this and that's me and you.

So to go a day without hearing those three words is worse than death at its greatest terms, in which
I cannot endure.

So please I beg and seek those words it feeds me more than just food, Its food for the soul it makes
me whole..

It quenches my thirst, quencher is my desire for you set my soul on fire.

Those three words are worth more than gold I'd give anything to show you just what they do but it's
not possible it's an emotion, it's a gift from God it can't be brought or sold. 

It's Magic in its purest form given by the father, son and Holy Ghost.

To my dream girls "I love you" and always will no matter what it takes, no matter what I have to do, I
will always truly love just you.
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 I wish you could see inside me

My brain tries to write two words that are in my soul and as hard as I try I just can not.

I I wish there was a way I could open myself up to allow you to see what's inside me.

You'd be shocked at all the graffiti you would see it would be you your name name not just written
on me inside but burned Infuse deep within me.

I wish once you could just see through my eyes and see what I see, just think what I think you'd be
more than just shocked.

You'd be overwhelmed at the depth and the magnitude you have reached inside me.

Time seems to stand still when I'm with you, I hear nothing, I see nothing, but you, I hear you
breathing, I can hear your heartbeat, every Breath You Take.

Even when were miles apart you always carry my heart nothing changes, it all remains the same,
serious depth of my soul, serious feelings that I hold.

When bad things I automatically take it upon that it's all my fault.

And no matter what anybody says I always feel that it is.

On those days when I find out that I have wronged you or done something wrongs, even a bullet to
my heart would feel better right from the start.

All I want to do is solve every problem every equation that seems to harms us or keep us from what
is true and that's me and you to.

There's nothing I wouldn't do, nothing I wouldn't say ,I Die apon this day just to save you to. I dive to
the very bottom of the oceans and retrieve whatever it is you asked, I go further than any man in
space just to get a grasp of what you would ever ask.

At times I know life doesn't seem to be fair but you have to understand as long as we have each
other will always do more than just care.

True love can always withstand the test of time,

You can't run and you can't hide from the truth that lies inside us both, and I believe in you I believe
in our life together without end.

Don't ever give up on each other.
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 You make me whole 

There's so much we want to accomplish. 

We will do that together as we desire,

through day by day, because we are in love nothing can change that never, as we become whole.

You are my dream sent from up above, 

taken directly from my mind, heart and soul to fill each other's lives to become whole.

 Our love is special as we become one only God hand is in this just as he plan.

My Beautiful love sent from heaven above,

The stars shine down on us from endless space like our love no infinite.

The wind wraps us as its tight embrace 

as we share sweet kisses and the fire deep inside my soul you keep it whole.

The fire lit by you this is fact ever so true.

You make me breath and comes to life as our love melts the ice, around my heart and soul you
make me whole.

The stone cold broken chest that seemed to be torn open now feels unbroken and once again
whole.

New feelings rush out of my life, heart, soul.

You surround me in a ball of light, fire so hot, as we share our sweet embrace like Im holding a
Angle as I look you in face.

Our souls entwine soon become one, making you mine.

As sweet words come from my heart as the three words we whisper in each other's ear, I love you .

Dream girl , have you ever thought about how beautiful our love is?

So open to each other,

Having nothing to hide,

Honest,

No fear but only respect for each other,

Accepting unconditionally,wholely,

Loving without a break, make our lives whole.

Anger that vanishes in a kiss, sometimes in just a touch, or saying i love you so much,

Expressing love even when there is no understanding of even how,

Trust each other to the core and deeper more,

Encouraging the uniqueness and growth of each other,

Desiring to live for ever,

So playful and mine,

So cute beyond words, ever so fine,
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So loving no end to your souls or heart but I knew it from the start,

So caring I'm in awe,

So romantic even flowers you send your man, I cried for hours the depth it touch ,God I love you
always and so much.

Never I got flowers ever till there was you,

Always US,ours,never, me, mine, yours.

Maybe it's because of the path our lives had taken we both thought it was mistaken.

Genuine affection drew us to each other

Now part we will never.

I love you so much my honey, my dream girls 

You make me whole ,you make me happy ,you keep me alive.

Love be you my Girls you both make me whole.
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 I tried to write but could not 

I tried to write today but I could not something has died inside.

The words that always flow now seem to went and gone and no longer go.

The problems that rise it hurts me so. 

It makes me want to just get up and leave and go.

I blame myself, even though I know there's more to it than what is told, and not even to listen, but to
get mad and to stop caring and sharing even worse than sin makes me hurt even more like the
words you said had hurt like Galore.

No matter how it always seems to be explained, it's in vain and the status always seems to be the
same but I'm always blamed.

I I sat outside in the rain to hide the pain and wash my Tears that stain my upon my face.

I I sat with my head hung low in disgrace, thinking of what it would take to erase this pain and stain
that I have now gained.

A compromise of life or death? which would be best? to kneel and give my life up and remove the
stains and pain and just leave the spirit and thoughts of me remain? What's there to gain?

What do I have to gain If I Stay that's easy, I get to live to fight another day it's always darkest before
the dawn, I will get to jump and say hooray, I'm alive one more day .

I don't care about what anybody thinks,says,or

 does because I know the truth is, it's soon be my day to rejoice, to be heard my voice, to feel glad
and happy once again even if there is no end, I'll still win the battle even if I have not won the fight in
the short.

I am strong, I am a fighter, I will win to see a bright day again and this time there will be no end.

I will get my love, and my wife and no end.
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 Did you ever want something so bad 

Did you ever want something so bad that you gave it all you ever had, and found that you
had unlimited strength and abilities something you though you never have.

Did you ever want something so bad that it infected every thought that you had, and did
more than just dream about it, willing to do anything to have it.

Did you ever want something so bad that you look to the heavens got mad fell to your knees
begged please and Scream and Shout with everything you had.

Did you ever want something so bad that you cried for it.

Did you ever want something so bad that you did things that you can't even remember doing
just because it consumed all of you.

Do you ever want something do bad that you couldn't even listen to a normal conversation.

Did you ever want something so bad that you prayed almost all day long and throughout the
night and visions and dreams of your wife as you held her tight.

Did you ever want something so bad that it made you sick inside that can bring you to your
knees and make you throw up.

Did you ever want something so bad that the words "give up" don't even exist.

There is something I want so bad and it's two of the best lives I will ever have.

There's something I want so bad it's Silvana she have no idea just how much she consume
me.

No idea what I would do for her, go through for her, and even die for her.

I've done so much to keep her in touch with my heart and soul, they're worth more than
what's ever been said written or told.

If you could count my love like grains of sand my love would be all the sands in the entire
universe and every world in it and beyond every Galaxy.

My love ,my life, is infinite for them, never ending. 

I'm always amazed at the depth which they're capable of reaching inside me.

The German blood she has just like fire it's one of the things I ache and desire, I even love
when she gets mad that tells me where I stand and keeps me in place from being disgrace.

She keeps me on the straight and narrow when I become weak and stay.

My girl is incredibly beautiful God-given gifts from head to toe inside, the only ones I want to
hold. 

I know we will never give up in each other that's not who we are, that's not what we're about,
it's you and I that makes love so strong, it's where we both belong. 

Her I love I do she's like the greatest diamonds ever made by nature, built by Father Son and
Holy Ghost and conceived by mother.

I just don't have one savior I have Silvana

My love for the her is always true, God knows this is a fact, he hears me pray 3 times a day
and more.
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I do love you make me sing, you are my everything.

You are what I want so bad.
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 True to what happen to me 

Everyone always wants to know what happened so here it is. Fist her name was Theresa r
Grosch who did this.

I m going to attempt to explain to you what I been through so you understand just how much
you done in repairing me and my soul . I'm one when I say I love I mean for ever ok so now to
you I say for ever I will love only you ! I want to say this first before I continue because what
im going to explain to you will be painful to read at what happen to me . I'm one who's vary
selective at what I date or go out with . I been with only 3 women in my life 1 girlfriend 1
married wife for a year ended in disaster and 1 for 24 years that the one I truly thought was
you life mate and pledged my life to . Our relation ship was golden for 24.7 years u till she hit
47 years old we wanted kids and the American dream and worked at it like any other . We
were deeply In love ,so much so I created something and patented it to make sure if anything
happened to me she be ok im vary mechanically inclined and think way outside the box in life
and to add to how much I loved her gave her half of it , we could finish each others
sentences and knew what each wanted for dinner and felt it was to say magical to us , we
always worked out problems we never fought or argued we talked them out never running
away . But one year she started worrying about change of life and this happened shortly a
few years after her loosing 1 but I think 2 pregnancy and I could not get her to a doctor
worried about her I pushed her maybe to hard but it was out of fear and I knew me getting
children was not going to happen anymore not being able to except this I could not even look
at babies section anymore in stores this I did know it had a impact on her to loosing 2 hurt
her and I massively to. Then at her work to make things worse one guy managed to get her
away from me and that here I refused to see it ,and I questioned her and the first time she ran
from me and stayed in a hotel not calling or texting me at all till morning where she was
whispering and when I asked her why she was whispering she denied it . When she got home
into a shower she jumped instantly I washed cloths after that and found stains in her undies I
knew but I still denied it . At that point over come with grief I wrapped a cord around my neck
and tried to kill myself but I don't remember that I was told this by her she saved me I woke
on the floor her panting and crying . I ran up stairs and cried harder than I ever have knowing
what she had done she cried next to me and admission explained to me what I feared at that
point I hurt even worse . As weeks progressed I spiraled out of control and asked if she truly
loved me two weeks went by and on October 31 she told me she thought she was fooling her
self and did not I asked her if she had a boy friend she said does that matter I said yes she
told me she did at that point I drank rubbing alcohol and she refused to do anymore got up
and left me to die there I fallowed her to the garage were I watched her drive away left me
there to die . My friend Frank and William came by and saved me they called a ambulance
were I woke up few days later . I was served with a restraining order and because of me
trying to kill myself ended up in court 13 times in 5 months and total of court was 27 times in
31 months by time I was done a ton of doctors and psychologist to. I tried to woo her and get
her to talk to me and get my id's back to but she had me arrested and incarcerated thanks to
my great best friend Mark bailed me out 

 She stripped me of everything even texted me through a third party to try and strip me of my
patent half making me a offer and even every gift my family and friends gave me my family
things my dad and mom gave me I mean everything. All I have is my cloths to my name and
thanks to a few friends helped me one who took me in named Lisa that hurt me endlessly a bi
polar loon a tick woman who dinks heavy and takes a host of medication and takes it with
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wine, beer, vodka, to make it worse a drama queen and could not keep anything to her self,
hid from the law , can't tell a story straight even if she had to read it she couldn't, always got
to know everyone's business and the time I spent there she called me my friends and my
family names and hurt me all the time even waking me in the middle of the night just to
scream at me she would go through all my things and take what she wanted ,like I was dumb
and not noticed they were gone , my only source of refuge was a girl casey who filled me In
on everything that was said and done we were each others informers she had same
problems to like me , I discovered a pattern she did the same thing to everyone else who ever
been there , even officers warned me not long ago about her . But out of this it hardened me
and changed me my soft genital side into a cold callus fuck you man, she managed to strip
my soft genital caring side away, but out of this I grew taught me a lesson I hope most never
have to learn . It taught me how strong I am and lucky I am to still be alive but for how long I
thrive on my mate now gone . I will never be the same again ever
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 No matter what I try

  

I have tried every 

trick in the book, and 

yet I still cannot get you out of my 

mind. I cannot stop this wave 

of emotion that sweeps over me every time whenever your 

name or face pops up everywhere. 

My friends don't get it, they think I'm Sick, you probably do to,

you probably don't get it either 

but I hope you do to ,I cannot even begin to fathom its 

true meaning even my self I'm lost in side your world.

The hot bubbling feeling that starts near your stomach 

and rises quickly floods to your heart and head you know the one... the one you hardly ever feel or
get, not the same as you get when you see a long lost family member or pet,

it much greater than that, its love at it's finest, one that makes a man weak, one make him kneel at
God feet and pray because of his dream come true, one makes girls cry to,

That feeling of pure ecstasy that gets swept over by a wave of total bliss apon a first kiss a look into
each other's eyes were no one can hide the lies, its knowing you have only one chance to get it
right, you stumble in pureness of each other's love

That is what I feel, always. 

That is my emotional state. 

I get thinking dreaming of beautiful
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 Please understand 

  

Please understand 

Please understand until I met you my heart stood still it was beyond crushed and blue

Like the moon and the sun 

Their love is true like me and you 

That's how I feel when I simple just think of you to look apoun your beauty makes me weak and drop
to my knees 

Passion burning like a wildfire you set my body soul on fire 

You are my weakness, my heart's true desire God please understand!

We taken each other's walls down 

And leave both bare 

With you I have no care or fears Please understand when we 

Breath each other in slowly 

Take each other in and you 

Press your lips against mine it so Devine.

I'm done dreaming of a better woman, there are none.

Waiting for each other be hand and hand true to words I tell you it's more than god it my Hearts
command!

Because what I found is so much more 

Dreams became reality when you walked through that door, please understand it you I adore for
ever more .
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 To Be Without You 

  

To be without you 

To be without you means, I'd forever be blue. 

To be without you , I would only be half I never be whole.

To be without you both means, I would surrender all that we have done.

To be without you would means, there would be no world for me, no dream come true and you know
that you .

To be without you , I'd wake up lonely and nothing to look forward to, no life no love just the
emptiness,a shell empty inside.

To be without you means, I would be forever shattered broken beyond repair.

To be without you means, I would be surrendering my dreams,I'm a fighter I won't let it happen.

To be without you  means, I would have nothing to look forward to, we came so far.

To be without you is to be without life.

To be without you means I wouldn't have anything to look forward to, that fire that breathes in side
you that acts as my life guide and that without you just won't do!

To be without you means, I wouldn't get to see life bloom.

To be without you mean, all the things that will have to do that makes our dreams come true.

To be without you means no kisses or hugs and I would be in such great despair without my breath
of life of you.

To be without you means giving up all life and everything I love hold dear and in every witch way
shape and form.

To be without you means giving up the greatest gift God had created and that's you.

So to be without you means that will never do! I will fight and do what I got to make our dreams
come true, I told you once and a hundred times more no matter what it's you  I love and will always
adore. I need you in my life i can't wait make you my wife,I want you in my life, I can't live without
you for you are my life. I will never stop I Will Never Surrender until it's your sweet lips I kiss and
hold you to. Forevermore that's all I want all I need is you.
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 To my daughter from papa 

  

A daddy and his daughters walking hand in hand something I ache for my greatest plan,

Though I am not always with her,

She says she understands.

But I try not to cry and feel sometimes I failed and just want to die,

No matter if I iam away at work or play,

The memory of daughter lingers beyond all day,

The beautiful angles smile because she know, she's wrapped him around her fingers, both Daughter
and mom to,

A slight tilt of her sweet heads, smiles beaming 

As I lowered glance to look 

A hug and kiss and, "Daddy please,I don't stand a chance!

Later he will recall,

With tenderness and love;

The charming angle, with hands in his,

The blessing from more than angles, everything I dreamed of, everything I asked for from the man
above, sweet smart Charming, loving, talented, beautiful, such a young lady and so much more,
how could I not adore, bring me to my knees and I ache for more, it makes think and know what a
great job mom has done to raise perfection not just one but mom to. So this to my daughter I say I
love you, I need you always my beautiful daughter, you are my greatest treasure, one of two God's
greatest work. 
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 There is one, I try to explain 

There is one, she has no idea what she has done, she takes more than just me by the hand, but so
much more, I think it was God's plan, I'll try to explain but it will be impossible and in vain for some
things there are no words to explain. By sheer mistake we met, she's held my very emotions in her
hands and like one gigantic puzzle put them together painstakingly one piece at a time but yet she
had no idea what she had done. She breathed life inside me and save me from dark, cold, she put
fire of life on inside me to help guide me, fueling my fire for the desire to fight for my right to be
happy once again, she makes me happy, she given me thoughts of greatness to help me from my
dark cold alone soul, I feel once again whole. Filling me with positive thoughts and never once
abandon me, but stood by my side as friends in beginning, and now she my savior ,my queen, I
work to be by her side, I love her always ,endlessly, I will, I'm grateful I have such a lady if only
friends I can promise it be to end but that not what my heart or my soul is telling, it saying my one,
my only, for ever as my friend ,my wife , lover , to the end. I need her in my life always . This is a
letter to you! This is raw emotions you give me I want you to know
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 All Day All Night

All day and all night I can't help but thinking of you.with pur delight.

You don't have to say a word, because I know how feel  and smart you alresdy are, I just want to be
with you, all day all night,

When I look at you, you make me smile and my heart soar and my soul happy beyond
comprehension, all I think is WOW what a magnificent woman,

When I look at you, chills run through my spine not just once in awhile but all the time,

I always knew you were beautiful and fine for all times,

My life has changed ever since I met you,

which makes me want to be with you more and more each and every day and night,

looking at you is more than a dream come true,

words can't explain of how I feel about you, all the writing all words and poems and songs I send her
are all in vain I fail every time because there are no songs good enough for you, there are no words
that I can find to describe remotely one emotion for the way I feel for you so the very best words I
can offer are these you're wonderful you're smart you're beautiful and I want to make you mine. I
love you all day all night forever more I will always adore.
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 Dedicated to only one very special friend and brother

Best friends are forever.

I think of you

And all the days we have spent together.

You are my best friend, my brother,

And I know you will always be there until the end.

Your shoulder to cry on will always be there

Whenever there is something wrong.

When times are tough, you are always there;

It shows me your love and care.

Although we are different places 

You will always remain in my heart.

None in this world can see

How special you are to me.

You are my strength, you are my power,

My best friend, my brother.

I always dreamed of a friend like you,

And when I found you, it was like a dream come true.

You understand the worst side of me,

That no one can ever see.

You are the best person I've ever known,

My best friend, my brother.

It is always that 

Together we party and together we cry.

We keep our every secret

And cover each lie at times

'Cause we are best friends till the day we die.

The friend like you is hard to find.

You were always there when no one cared.

We have been through good and bad times,

And you always made me laugh when I was sad,

My best friend, my brother.

Best friends are like flowers, like a rose,

Or like a ghost whose spirit never dies.
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You are always behind me whenever times are tough,

My best friend, my brother.

You are like a ray of sunshine,

Always present with me whenever the world as dark.

You have guided me through bad times,

Wiped away my tears,

My best friend, my brother.

We are like two bodies , one mind, one soul.

You are the very best person among rest.

Our time together is passing day by days

But now until the very end,

You will always be my best friend,

My best friend, my brother , Kevin 
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 I love you more

I'm in love with you, and I'm not in the business of denying myself the simple pleasure of saying true
things. I'm in love with you, and I know that love is just a shout into the void, and that oblivion is
inevitable, and that we're all doomed and that there will come a day when all our labor has been
returned to dust, and I know the sun will swallow the only earth we'll ever have, and I am in love with
you, till the end of time we will be each others.

When I say I love you more, I don't mean I love you more than you love me. I mean I love you more
than the bad days ahead of us, I love you more than any fight we will ever have. I love you more
than the distance between us, I love you more than any obstacle that could try and come between
us. I love you the most.
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 You make me whole 

 

There's so much we want to accomplish. 

We will do that together as we desire,

through day by day, because we are in love nothing can change that never, as we become whole.

You are my dream sent from up above, 

taken directly from my mind, heart and soul to fill each other's lives to become whole.

 Our love is special as we become one only Gods hand is in this just as he plan.

My Beautiful love sent from heaven above,

The stars shine down on us from endless space like our love no infinite.

The wind wraps us as its tight embrace 

as we share sweet kisses and the fire deep inside my soul you keep it whole.

The fire lit by you this is fact ever so true.

You make me breath and comes to life as our love melts the ice, around my heart and soul you
make me whole.

The stone cold broken chest that seemed to be torn open now feels unbroken and once again
whole.

New feelings rush out of my life, heart, soul.

You surround me in a ball of light, fire so hot, as we share our sweet embrace like Im holding a
Angle as I look you in face.

Our souls entwine soon become one, making you mine.

As sweet words come from my heart as the words we whisper in each other's ear, I love you my
dear,

My Dream girl , have you ever thought about how beautiful our love is?

So open to each other,

Having nothing to hide,

Honest,

No fear but only respect for each other,

Accepting unconditionally,wholely,

Loving without a break, make our lives whole.

Anger that vanishes in a kiss, sometimes in just a touch, or saying i love you so much,

Expressing love even when there is no understanding of even how,

Trust each other to the core and deeper more,

Encouraging the uniqueness and growth of each other,

Desiring to live for ever,
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So playful and mine,

So cute beyond words, ever so fine,

So loving, no end to your souls or heart but I knew it from the start,

So caring I'm in awe,

So romantic even from just one touch, I could cry for hours the depth of your love, ,God I love you
always and so much.

Always US,ours,never, me, mine, yours.

Maybe it's because of the path our lives had taken we both thought it was mistaken.

Genuine affection drew us to each other

Now part we will never.

I love you so much my honey, my dream girls 

You make me whole ,you make me happy ,you keep me alive.

Love comes from you my dream Girl you make me whole
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 She the one that

 

Says she just a normal girl, like any other but her beauty is that of a million diamonds glittering in the
sun

Each reflecting its own ray of light making brilliant patterns,

The angels gasp in the wake of her presence,

She in herself being a masterpiece of God's work,

As his giant gentle hands molded her he knew exactly who she would be, 

She would be the one who could make a man stop and gasp,

Who could content a man just being within his arms,

Making him fill with warmth through just a brush of the lips,

Whose smile could light up the surrounding darkness,

Whose laugh could make anyone believe she had wings, 

She would be the one who that men would fall for hard,

Who would see her true beauty in side beyond the surrounding gloom of life,

Who would long for mere minutes with her,

Who would always long for just the feel of her hand, 

He would know how lucky he was,

He wouldn't mistake infatuation over love,

He would realize all prayers had been answered,

He would simply pray "I want her to be the one ,I need her, I love all of her.
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 I want her to know

I want you to know shortly after day we met since I've fallen deeply in love with you. There are no
words to express the gratitude I feel in my heart that you came into my life, and how you make every
day so special. You are my life, my heart, my soul.

 You are my best friend, my one true love, my one and only. I love you more today than I did
yesterday, and I'll love you more tomorrow than I do today.Loving you is the only thing that makes
life worth living. Day by day, my love for you becomes overwhelming, and I can't handle it when I
don't see or even talk to you every day.A day without you in my life is like a day without sunshine, a
day without food, or a day without air. I need you when I'm cold to keep me warm; I need you in the
rain to keep me dry; I need you in my life to keep me happy. You make me feel wonderful. You give
me strength when I just can't carry on and I truly treasure that. Every moment spent together is
another one of my dreams coming true.

Love you i do
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 Truly beautiful woman 

 

A Truly Beautiful Woman 

There are alot of women in the world

who are truly beautiful. But to me.

When you look for that beautiful woman

you must look deeper then her physical 

beauty. You must look past her many physical

attributes, past the shape of her body 

the curve of her hip and the way that she

responds to pleasure. Past even her attentiveness

to your needs, her response to your advances.

You must look deeper inside. 

When you look at her mind, you must see the beauty of 

her intellect, the power of her mental essence,

the love that she radiates, and that special

person that she is. 

But, even that is not deep enough.

You must look to her personality, that which has

been forged through the fires of life, the 

rigors of hardships, and the pain of physical

challenges. That personality which reflects 

in her eyes, and will glow with its shining life.

It will be like a star, that in the evening filament

twinkles and the humor of her personality will 

flicker into your awareness with joyous abandon.

But, even that is not deep enough. 

You must pass even her personality to reach into 

her heart. Her heart must beat with a passion, 

she must pulse with love. Her blood must flow 

carrying to her fingertips the messages 

of her love. Written in tender touches for you alone.

Even that is not deep enough to discover the truly

beautiful person. 
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To be truly beautiful, to really surpass all others, 

you must glance into her soul. Surrounded by her aura, 

cradled in her essence, this is the place of true beauty. 

Its reflection sharper then the calmest waters of a fountain. 

A soul of true spirituality. Its here that beauty is truly

found. Forever tranquil, in the endless memories that

each time you meet her impress themselves into your heart.
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 Everything I dreamed 

  

You are the love of my life

You make me feel safe when I dream I'm in your arms wrapped around me

Our kiss seals our love

You are everything I ever dreamed of

You are the answer to my prayers

You have changed my life in so many ways i know were are blessed

You are supportive and caring

You are everything I ever dreamed of

God sent me the woman of my dreams

The woman I want to stand by forever

The woman who has constant love and understanding

The woman who is honest and sincere

You are everything I ever dreamed of

I love you with everything I have

I trust you always 

God gave me the greatest gift of all

A woman to go through life's trials with

A woman to go through life's blessings with

A woman to share my life with

You are everything I ever dreamed of 

Silvana 
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 " I'm a normal girl "so she says.

 

All the words I write are not from my head but from my heart there are so many I don't even know
where to start,

She always says " I'm a normal girl"  but truth is,  she not,  I have spoke to my share of ladies not
one comes close, not one to who she is,

This one truly was built special, makes one believe in creator exist if one is weak in belief , not me I
believe deeply truly,

She just does not see it because she lives it,

So many play games with every part of life, so many are disconnected form it all or no mind at all,

So many hurt just to gain pleasure from it,

Some lie,cheat,steal,and use all they come in contact  with,because that how or what they are,

Some are content, not willing to work together to build a better life,

Some never live life but in shadows of it scared of everything , 

Every man has built a perfect woman in his mind included me at one time but this woman surpasses
every dream, every thought I believed my perfect woman was , 

I never believed in word perfect because only our creator is perfect,

I now know word perfect lay to one who beholds true love , lesson learned, a hard new
understanding of it,

Even imperfections become perfect,to the ones in love,

Exceptance of all situation in life, at that point becomes perfect, all of it . 

Beauty on the outside is only part but true beauty lays inside everyone, very person they are, my
honey amazes me everyday, everytime I see her I'm so happy, she is very,very beautiful outside yes
but what makes me truly happy and bubble inside with life is the very woman she is and raised to
be.  Her family is responsible for  who she became, not just genetics of the females but  grandma's,
great, great grandma's to mother who gave birth and every issue that arose in her life made her who
she is today . 

I'm honored to have her ,to know her in my life.

Even after all I say and write do not explain why she is unique,

She is: 

Audacious

Brave

Compassionate

Driven

Encouraging

Fearless

Generous
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Honest

Inspirational

Justified

Kind

Loyal

Magnanimous

Nobel

Optimistic

Perseverant

Quiet

Resilient: 

Sweet 

Trusting

Undaunted: 

Visionary

Wise 

X-Factor 

Youthfull

Zelous 

This is just part of all qualities I've seen and whitnessed for myself from her ,this list lacks many
other qualities, this is just a short list ,if I were to write them all I never Finnish
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 I

I kneeled before God thousands of times, 

I cried falling to the ground begging him,

I screamed at God mad at the feeling he had forsaken me,

I made every deal to him,

I wanted only one thing,

I asked him for one lady, 

Just one to call my own,

One I be willing to work and earn her through hard work ,

Prove who I am and who you made me to be,

Honest, loyal, loving, truthful thoughful,understanding,good listener, so much more,

I asked him for one I will always adore, 

One I would give my life to,

One I ask to be my wife,

One of a kind,

One that was special in everyway,

One that was beyond anything I though a lady should be, 

One bad night I gave God and family a bad fright,

I died , he yelled at me for what I done and in return he scared my ribs with a cross so I would never
forget what had happened, 

He is real that what happen was true,

He kept his word though my fight in life one did appear out of know where by fate or by chance I
knew it god that did this for sure, that very night my whole life changed I knew she be there always
remain , 

To this day I pray for her family and world ,

For ever more I will adore,
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 Only you 

I'll tell it rather simply to all of you,

I'll say it plain and true,

Just a single thing is all I want, all I want is you.

There are no other riches,

no treasures or possessions

that could ever do,

My greatest wish, is you.

You are the very air I breathe,

The food of life that sustains me inside,

You're all my thoughts I've ever dreamed tied up as one,

Your all the laugh that you ever given me, 

Your all the life I need,

You so greatly given,

The maximum that's due, gready I be when it comes to you,

If God grant me one wish and I could ask for anything,

I would ask for only you.
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 My baby, my love, my life 

I've been wanting the pain for so long of what consumes me and drives me to go insane looking
over photographs and life we share in which you sent me, your mine for all times.

 I notice my heart in fear

scared of your love for me to disappear.

How can a woman so perfect pay attention to me?

I'm so broken inside, why can't you see the pain inside that forces me to sustain and never to regain,

if I walked roads or work endlessly 

I would still have difficulties to sleep in the sheets wrapped up in miserable thoughts inside this
empty room.

Thinking of you and how my heart starts to beat as if I never have been alive before, Just because
of you.

I love you and day by day , I love you even more, my feelings increased, now I know it will never
cease.

 I think my life got better than any movie or fiction or life I lived.

I smile so hard, I get scared of dying from an overdose of satisfaction

your affection is what flies me away from this depression.

You're a beautiful mind , body and soul and in your eyes I find passion and so much more the girl I
simply adore, but I get lost, at time because is endless like space, no end to your perfection gods
greatest work and grace ...you.

You filled my broken shatter life with your purest love asking nothing except my love my friend ship
you ask me to share, I think this comes from other dimensions we are both unaware. 

 At nights like this alone I use to feel and hear devil's laugh and evil hiss as I use to feel him
consume my soul this I'll never miss.

I fall from thousand skies

I hear the millions of angel's cries,

 I crave the bliss it's your heart and life I ache and miss , to prove, my love matters and fits.

My heart has been made to resist because of my past but you broke the devil's hold stood strong
and bold before him and fought the battle and now you had won I just need yours love to persist.

At nights like this,

I crave what has never been mine

it all just happens before the sun starts to shine, I now ache to make you mine you know it's true my
little honey it you . I now stand strong once again because you came to defend ,you and I will live for
ever my baby my love my life for all times
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 True to you 

I love you and except you for who you are,

It does not matter about your past,

I never want to live in the past,

All I want is for us to last,

I'll tell you once again and I'll tell you again, forever,

That's my love for you will never end,

I love you so much,

I'm Desperate for your love,

Craving for your gentle touch,

Every time I gaze deep into your eyes,

I would always see

How a fool in love you have made me,

I've been alone for so long

Until you came and proved me wrong,

I take you inside and by the way I am so happy, and in return I'll promise you my very best,

An eternity of true Love, Loyalty, and Truth,

A commitment of my deepest affections that will not turn to rust, or go away,

You released my soul and captured my heart,

I promise to love you and will never part.

I am yours and pray you are mine

Thats for sure till the end of time,

Cause your the one that wash away my tears,

I want to have you near,

I have nothing to hide,

I want you to be by my side,

I'll always be by your side,

So do not ever doubt me, please do not ever do it

For honey, "I'm so over board in love with you."
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 Gossip 

My name is gossip .

I live at every level of society, I have no respect for justice of any civilization,I mime without killing, I
am cunning malicious and gather strength with age, I know no boundaries, the more I am quoted the
more damage I do, I flourish at every level of society, to stop me is impossible I have no face and no
name, the more I am spoken the more damage I do, I am nobody's friend once I tarnish a reputation
they'er  never the same no matter how hard they try, I ruined people lives, and in every part of
governments at highest level, I ruined nation,caused wars,ruined marriages,careers,I cause
sleepless nights, make people vomit, and sick with grief, I make the innocent cry in their pillows at
night, and even cause some of them to commit suicide in my name those are the wars I win, and
every time the word "gossip" is spoken you can hear the ss in the very word gossip like a venomous
snake waiting to strike,

My name is gossip I'm strongest most elusive no one can stop me in any part of life anywhere.
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 Family 

Family a depth of loved of special kind a gift from the creator and only family members can do this is
true,

Only family who know you well enough to see you for what's real inside know your grown and tall.

Who's there to share your happy and sad your cares fears, and tears.

Family made from memories of when you were small,

The people who know your best to your worst amongst them all,

Family are ones whom you're blessed.

Without them you start to believed your cursed, this would not even be the worst, worst is to know
what true lonely is, stand in a crowd of thousands still feel completely alone still with out family this is
not even close,

You're just like them a copy a gift of love so you don't forget,

 "No way! Some say but only to see it true later in life your saying and doing what mom and dad did
to.

Family is made of different parts but we're all the sameand not just our hearts.

A thread of love joins us all, incredibly strong and resilient, It's flimsy at times it trembles,but never
breaks but joins us all, It's unseen it's invisible at times but can feel it like a tight grip without slip, But
when things get rough,

Its family shows it cares better than any friend could or dare, Family hauls us back together when
we're lost , separated or stranded, never left abandon. Throughout the years many lessons I have
learned, At the end when it's all said and done and family starts to die one by one and as you stand
before their casket with your head hung knowing that the very actions of your life the very words you
spoke can never be taken back, once you speak those words good or bad reasons regardless it
cannot be taken back and all the sorry in the world won't fix what you had just said and done in your
life time

The worst is now you have to live with the consequences of your words or actions , so do the one
smart thing and think before you speak, stop and think of the actions you are doing, you don't know
the domino effect or the reaction it will have or who it will affect do you really want to live with that?
This is your family treat them with the greatest respect, love, devote good time to them if you don't
you wish you did once it to late,and always love your family unconditionally and always don't hold
grudges don't take them to the Grave, or you play would of ,should of game at life's end because it's
our creator you have to face.
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 God's plan his command 

  

   

   

I can see the flower which grow apon this earth all unique and beautiful, gods plan.  

See the strong stems and deep green leaves. 

I see all the adversity it had to overcome to grow as beautiful as they do. 

As long as I am I will thrive, 

As my life grows back, I shall become strong. 

Like flowers my family is soil in which my roots grow strong, my friends as my water helps feed me,
my God as light in which I grow, 

I will rise with my petals high. 

My life as a flower I will bloom and prosper as I grow. 

I may not be the best but I am just as beautiful as the rest, unique in my own quest. 

I will stand as one, but not  lone but surrounded by many, one call home. 

The tears will be far from my smile.. 

As my God as our gardener of life it's his plan by his hand we are all his flowers in life. We are all
created to shine.
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 As hard as I try I still fail

  

As much as I try there's no way for me to explain, at times I feel like I'm going insane,  

   

All words I know even the songs, list of both miles long,  

   

I just can't find right mix, I know it not in vain,  

   

My heart is responcable for this beautiful flood of emotions put there by Lord above, I just can't hide,
 

   

It all because of you,  

   

We started out like any other, talking getting to know one another, soon both our hearts began to
flutter, our cheeks started to glow, our eyes locked as we look deep inside, looking hard long, at
times I can hear my heart beating hard fast, ,being with you makes world stop for me, it only you that
has set my soul free,  

   

It's more than anything I have ever felt, I done things I never would do, I said things I never would,  

   

It because of you that my world has become like new,  

   

Your so smart , sharp, talented and witty just to name a few,  

   

So so beautiful to, they say beauty is skin only skin deep this is partly true,  

   

When our creator made you, he started at core of you  

   

Built you to perfection then added so much more, then wrapped a angels looks and Grace around
you,  

   

One look from you brings me to my knees happy as can be, you bring tears to my eyes joy to my
life,  

   

I'm sorry I failed at all my poems, stories, letters, words, music I sent you  just don't seem to explain
what our creator has graced me with.  
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I will write and try for ever more till my last breath, I will show you everyday, I will love you always, I
will give my best even when sick, I will even fight death to stand by your side the woman I so greatly
adore pumps me full of pride.  

   

I want you to know for ever it will be you, my heart, mind, body hold it love for only you. Honey my
necter of life my love my joy.  
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 Nobody knows what I hide inside

Sometimes I just wish, I could run away and hide.

No matter where I go or try to do though, these feelings stay inside.

How can I stay here and live,

When all I want to do is close my eyes and die?

I see the pain with every tear I shed.

I plead with you now, let me go instead?

I wish I could take you with me, to a happy place,

Whether it exists though, is time for me to face.

Can I ask for your forgiveness? For you to set me free,

It may seem ungrateful, but this life's not meant for me.

Thank you for all you have done,your love, for all the time ,

It means the world to me, to know that someone cared. 

Now it's time for me to sleep never to lift veil of my covers again it now the time draws to a end.   

My world is beyond anything one could endure but I do 
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 In the quiet of the night

  

In the quiet calm of night, we walk hand in hand. 

Down the path, across the sand. 

Looking into your eyes, I feel you take a breath. 

Standing together chest to chest, beneath the pale  moon light. 

The silhouette of you and your body glows like a beacon in the night calling to me, 

The wind starts to blows, trees shake. 

The ocean waves begin to break. 

The tide rises slowly, our feet in the surf. 

A star falls from heaven, on its way towards earth. 

Making a wish beneath the skies, 

Holding you close, I feel you complete all of me and make both whole 

Our time has come, we must be one,one heart, one mind, one soul, two bodies becoming whole, 

Night has fallen in the sky. 

No more need to cry, for this time was right. 

To fall in love, beneath the moon and Lord above 
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 How do I 

  

How does one explain what my heart tries so desperately to tell you, 

How do you write words that nobody invented yet, 

How do I send songs from my heart that no ones has sung yet, 

How do I explain all the things that you do that I pay close attention to makes me giggle with joy, 

How do I explain the very simple way you walk makes me stair infinitely at your cute little wiggle,
right down to the way you fidget, 

How do I explain how beautiful you are, you make all the heads turn, 

How do I explain the great joy I get to watch you  dress and put on your makeup so meticulously
that shows how much you care about yourself that makes me so smile giggle more, 

How do I explain how much joy I feel when you sit next to me and hold my hand and kiss me, then
rest your head on my shoulder and nap, 

How do I explain what your touches do to me, just holding my hand send shivers through my whole
body down to my toes, 

How do I explain that ache  to pay such close attention to hear your heartbeat and the way you
breathe, 

How do I explain when you curled up on top of me sleep with you head on my chest what it does to
me, at times I cry silently so precious you are to me, 

Knowing where are both content and secure locked in each other's embrace, 

I could not survive one night without you, 

How do I explain that I love looking into your beautiful eyes they seemed to Glow, and knows all
that's going on without one word, 

How do I explain when you look at me and you can look right through me, I can hid nothing from you
ever, 

How do I explain that I know everything you do come from the greatest part of you,nobody else sees
but me and how happy I am just knowing the honors all mine, 

There is no way for me to explain, there are no words, there are no songs, all I have is my life to
give you, I give it freely openly to you, Im sorry but i cannot give you my soul, because I sent it to
you long ago, you possess this with the greatest part of you, your heart. So I know I'm safe, I know
I'm where I belong, next to you standing strong, life made me this way through the battles of good
and bad and understanding the truth that's made me sthis way, I hope it make you proud, 

I never want to go through a day when you worry when we are out or home or away from each other
and you become jealous of other women looking, I want to replace that with rockrsold trust pirde
when other women that are looking at us to be jealous of you for what you have and to make you
proud, knowing my love for you will never waver. 

I am yours forever your man. 

I do love you so
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 True story most will not believe

  

Story I write something that's not with deee-lite although true, 

  

When I grew weak in 10-31-2015 took my life and died, I knew I was not supposed to be where I
was, 

I heard people's cries, 

I heard they're prayers, 

I heard it all like a world's choir, ringing heavy and hurting my ears, 

I knew what I needed to do, 

I knew truths, lies, before everyone's eyes, 

I was told not to return till he calls, 

When I woke, I was given things that told me and doctor this was no joke, 

Hand prints in center of my back, as if they here holding me up, 

Hand prints one on each shoulder crossed in front of me like Kings of Egypt laid to rest, 

I threw up took my first breath, 

Doctor told me he used to be an atheist as he tried his best to explain what he had just witnessed
but could not, after all the tests showed there is nothing wrong with me his words were someone's
looking out for you, 

I know it fallowed me back, 

I sighed and I cried, I cried uncontrollably like I never cried ever before, 

That night I stared out the window, like a down load in my mind, I knew fate of all man kind, to this
day I said none but to only one, 

I knew things I never knew before, did not know why, 

I had a hard time believing that might have been a lie, trying to convince myself, what has happened
was not real but the cross still hung on my ribs told me the truth, still there to this day, 

I could see things I can't explain, I can see every last thing about every person I look at, they'er fear,
they'er cares, they're happy times and sad times they'er lies and deceit and even their pain, 

It drains me and makes me weak and tired to do this I gain my strength through nature and absorb
its strength, like your family dog or cat when it comes to you from a hard Day's work and shaking its
tail, it's the purest form of love, that whats rechiarges my soul, my body , my mind, my energy. 

Im attracted to certain people like one in millions I can see them standing alone, now like me I
understand why, and as if we were friends for ever, as I approach and talk for first time I ever saw
them, like we were friends to end, 

Both on same page of life, 

I found a handful, since, 

I feel as if I'm a out cast in todays world, like I stand alone except for that handful, that I know each
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other down to bone, 

I'm know I can't tell anyone anything of what I saw or know, nobody believe me even if I did try, 

What I learned and know is priceless to me but it feels like a curse but lot worse, 

Good disisciplines,valuse,life,love, caring understanding, I have learned,  just to name a few, 

And sometimes I laugh at the scientists and the ones  that navigate the skies, all tell partial truths
and a tons more lies, 

To the very religions we read most of us all been deceived, not by choice but by governing bodies of
our lifes, 

This Earth and everything in it is very much alive even the things we cannot see for in this universe
we are nothing more than grains of sand at best in the vast oceans of the universe, 

God the Father,   name we know but not truth real name, 

Our Creators is pure energy he stands upon the edge of the universe looking at all those grains of
sand at his command, 

We as humans are so blind to see so small, we seem to think we know it all, when we know
absolutely nothing, 

God the the Son,  

The human one, 

Name we know but not truth real name 

Even with him being here living proof the Creator exists we still argue over the fact if he was here,
shows you how blind we are as humans, we know nothing. 

God the holy Spirit, 

Name we know but not truth real name, 

It's here at the very beginning of Life all life, even when a baby takes its first breath, babies very first
scream is it way to say hello to holy ghost that breathed life into his lungs at time of conception, as it
stays and watches but for the living sometimes it's rude and decides to take the life and become
crude there's always a reason so you can never ask it knows what's best, 

The holy ghost is there when you take your last breath to collect what you had been given to you in
the beginning with all the knowledge you should have learned but most don't see,  most learned
nothing in lesson in life, we are blind, 

There are 13 life's one must live not knowing one before the true end of a new beginning, that will
unvail the very form of purest energy we all came from, 

It's the very reason why God the Father knows so much because its his life he gives us with such
great care and delicate touch. 

 Life is like a rose, depending where you plant and who plants it with good strong roots and with
thick stems and deep green leaves blooming flowers, it's the roses finest hour but after time it starts
to die and only the best will retune. 

Leaving the rest to rot in the ground, 

Any variation to this life of the Rose can make it live or die the choice is up to the gardener.  

Gardener's come in all shapes and sizes and every color under the sun here on on this planet,
remember God is The Gardener of all life. 

As humans we like hanging pictures on things we don't know or can't see, 
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So we just guess at best, 

We hang signs to try to explain things we don't understand, 

To put some logic behind the unthinkable, 

Like history itself has been rewritten thousands of times because of all the misconceptions, this
reason we seek the knowledge of the past, but this won't last, 

It's not the past we should be looking and what he expects us to see, it is hanging in plain sight no
one sees the light, only chosen few, 

 Creator and life, 

It is not what you expect it, is not what you been taught, is not what you think. 

Even the smartest are wrong 

The worst are the atheists and the ones who practice Wiccan for they are truly blind
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 My souls final quest

My love for you will never fade, it's God made,

With both our souls as one is how true love begun .You given me the strength to stand tall saving
me from a deadly fall,

You reach out your hand took me by your command,

There is not a day you're not on my mind,

A woman like you is really hard to find, 

I've looked hard and long for one that had right mix of heart of gold , gentle, beautiful, strong, smart,
talented, 

Just a day without you is so hard to do.

I cannot even get through one day without dreaming of beautiful you.

I ache to hold you, and hold your hand, hearts to heart together we stand,

From this day on, you are my lover and best friend one I will always truly adore,

I dream of waking up beside you every day.

"I love you" are my favorite words I will always say.

I love it when I look in your eyes

I see no hatred, and no lies, 

I see pure heart and true love given from god above,

I know you been hurt before I see it in your eyes,

But I know how to remove it, I can open that door and replace it with my life my love forever and
nothing more, 

Forever in my heart is where you will be.

Nobody else will enter because only you have the key.

Just to keep you, 

there isn't anything I wouldn't do to just make you smile and happy never blue,

Its you I adore from cute toes to top of your golden hair that's just to start, best part is inside you,
your pure heart, it's what makes you who you are perfect to me by far,

How could I not try my best for one who's God's perfection you, 

You are my hearts mind, body, and my souls final quest,
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 To all ladies encouragement 

To all woman, 

you all shine such strength and courage,

come out and grace the world with your presents,

The shine of your eyes,

the natural beautiful and rhythm in your body,

you radiance shows everywhere you go,

You don't even need try to look perfect it just happens,

No expensive cloths ,

No expensive toys,

No fake fronts,

You glow naturally, and in presents of all the passion for life and it's quest show,

you know what your capable of and all you are, and those who watch are in awe, jealous of the vary
pureness you are,

You do not become unglued by any part of life when is get crude, 

Cool calm you stay in the endless persistency of perfection you are,

you know very well where you want to go and what to do and how to do it,

You are beyond joy to watch,

an inspiration to all,

your purest soul an endless ability.

To all beautiful ladies, I tell you 

let all who your are shine through,

your eyes speak no lies to truth you are, 

Untainted by negatives of life by others who are shrewd or bad to you,

You don't even look at them your confidence spews from you, 

This is what catches the best men it's what they look for not all paint perfume and more.

They seek one of a kind one who's shows all she's is and not afraid to show it,

There's a match for every woman one man will take you by your hand and love who you are at your
purest form.
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 I asked God for just one

 

I ask God for one woman that call me her own 

I asked him for one that wants as her own,

I asked him for one that honest truthful, trusting,loving,

I asked him for one that loves life and all nature has to offer, respect it all, 

I asked him for one loves children and animals with greatest respect,

I asked him for one willing to work beside me with me not against me, 

I asked him for one could give her self only to one man as I do for only her, 

I asked him for one that was beautiful and voice of angles 

I asked him for one that could just live life with me no matter what life throws at us,

I thought for a bit and requested him to send a real angle because I found no lady to suit me here on
Earth that could do all that, 

I sat cring because I believed he never surrender one of his angles just for me , who am I to ask
such a favor,

But one day had he answered my prayers,

Beautiful she is head to toes, 

With black eyes like none I've seen in my life, a walk like no woman can or man has seen a swagger
in each step,

Every time you speak I can hear nothing else but your voice and world stands still, I become deaf to
everything but your voice, your like magic,

When you touch me it does amazing things I can't comprehend, all the visions of life for us that
flashes before my eyes and mind and things that we are to do, I do not understand it all but all I
know is you truly are one of a kind, like no other woman and they all can see it, they all know your
different, greatest thing is your mine for ever beyond time. 

My Creator told me treasure this woman with all your mind body soul, love only her, 

Yes she is special, all I gave life to are, women are my sign from me life must go on,

I replied I would die to defend my angel, this I promise.
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 Your my one and only 

You're my sun on a cloudy day,

You're my breath when I can't breath,

Your my voice when I can't speak, you're my hands and body when I cannot move,

You're my everything I every hoped and dreamed god would find for me, 

You're in my mind each and every minute, of every hour, of everyday, of every week, of every
month, for ever I think and dream of you,

I think about you when I lay down to rest 

I think about you no matter my days quest, 

You're my one and only, and you're more than just my best but very reason I live to face gods
request, 

You're like a tattoo burn into my mind and soul that will never be erased, buried beep in my chest,
safe in my heart, 

You give me strength to face the day 

I'll Love you forever because this is truth you and i as each others life's guide,

Side by side until the end,

Made by God, brought together by more than fate, it was planned by father, son, holy ghost.
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 Dedicated to the poets and writers and their lyricist

It's poetry:------- 

It is it, 

it's evanescence, 

it's culmination of all thought, 

it's life sentence, 

it's Infinite words, 

it's a blind guide to an ancient enigma, 

it's inaccessible and accessible secret, 

it's an argument of dynamicreation decisions, 

its an argument of great in decisions, 

it's were we can raise and lower the values, 

it's small, 

it's large, 

it's unaware, 

it's seamless, 

it's unstitched, 

it's breathless, 

it's in tatters, 

it's forget- forgetfulness, 

it's separate from it's self, 

it's mind, 

it's body, 

it's soul, 

it's what's completely left out, 

it's what's completely left in, 

it's purposely, 

it's Unpurposely, 

it's emptying without exhausting , 

its constraint to the remote, 

to the not yet, 

to the not now, 

to the not here, 

to the not there, 
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to the not before, 

to the neither, 

to the either, 

to the not after, 

to the nor not now, 

to the nor not ever, 

to the breeching, 

it's burn and give birth to new unfounded vocabulary, 

it's being there multiplied by not being there, 

it's remembering being there, 

it's not being there, 

it's like your mind, 

it's like your body 

it's like your soul, 

we are definitely one of a kind, 

it's a understanding about anything in life 

but a misunderstanding to, 

it's infinite importance, 

it's intersection, 

it's interjection, 

it's intersession, 

it's intermittence, 

it's interruption, 

it's a low blow, 

it's upper cuts and who knows how much or how hard, 

it's entrances and hypnotized, 

it's infusion and transfusion, 

it's memory of what is not, 

it's what must be, 

it's what is, 

it's what could be or definitely not, 

it's the combination of illuminating self, 

it's the self as an incomplete as the universe, 

it's sever to be completed infinite universe, 

it's tying?untying, 

it's the ritual scene of 
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infinite uncertainty,  

it's a streak, 

it's a swerve 

it's a play, 

it's a spade, 

it's a crib, 

it's a cradle, 

it's a sewing needle, 

it's the indistinction of the Indeterminable, 

it's any item, 

it's about anything, 

it's ash, 

it's diagonal, 

it's stiffened and laziness, 

it's your mind resting in neutral and wandering, 

it's words from the branchs of the tree of the knowledge, 

it's good and evil, 

it's terrorism in right and unright to its own self, 

it's beliefs and disbelieves, 

it's terror in the depths of history, 

it's terror the depths of your soul, 

it's liberated from knowing and unknowing, 

it's escape from the knowledge, 

it's skipping the knowledge, 

it's skipping the mechanics of everything, 

it's knowing the mechanics of everything, 

it's into repetitive, 

it's obsessive, 

it's is spiritual, 

it'spiritual of strictness, 

it's obligation, 

of rhyme, 

of number, 

of essence, 

almost anything, 

the start of zero time and in(de)finite degree, 
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unleashing, 

unphrasing,  

a potential  threat, 

breaking, 

robbing, 

destruction, 

almost everything that is everything less what it really is, 

it's perfection crossed with 

Imperfection making it acceptable, 

it's apprehensive, 

it's counter and encounter 

it's spontaneous and predestined, 

it's  unconscious and conscious behavior encompassing all behavior, 

it's transitioning to thought, 

it's real and unrealistic thought, 

it's a constant and unconstant and perpetuated ring between impulse and obsession, 

it's aggression, 

it's aggravation, 

it's write is toc cut and slits all barriers, 

it's productive and unproductive, 

it's  to point out fragments in the curtain of life, 

it's a fight against the night, 

its night against the night, 

it's day against day, 

a positive voice, 

it's a negative voice, 

it's friction against body and  mind, 

its thought of the mind and bodies action of, 

it's this and that 

and how it should be, 

it's how it should never be, 

it is smashing, 

it's shattering, 

it's shaking, 

it's a clash between thought and strength, restraint 

that tends to erase each other or modify each other, 
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it's reread it a million times, 

its rewrite it million times, 

it's we are truly 

infinitely a mad bunch, 

we are all human, 

we all have feelings, 

we are look differently, 

we all come from different backgrounds and ethnicities, 

we all were born at dififfrent times and years as well as places, 

we all express it differently, 

there are no right or wrong answers, 

The one thing that bind us all together are there words in which we write upon the colorful canvas of
life, 

there are no right or wrong ways to write the poems,stories,lyrics, but I am honored to be here
amongst best writers so I can learn from the knowledge in which life has taught them, so I may form
my own footsteps upon the sands of life, 

it's ramble inside the mind that manifestation of Universal thought to the  pen and its relationship to
anywhere to scribble, 

to ingest to my satisfaction, 

knowledgeof all senses from as many people as I can, and to where I can write my best, this is part
of my life quest. 

  

Thank you to all
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 From this moment

  

From the day that I met you, from that moment on,  

I knew that your love would be everything that I ever wanted and dreamed in my life, 

Overriding every dream I ever thought a woman would be by hope in my life as my wife, 

From the moment you spoke my name 

I knew everything had changed, 

From that moment my life became colorful once again, 

From moment you entered  my life, I know now I'm complete,  

I'm honored  

to make you my wife, my life, my best friend to the end, 

From this very second I hope you know I love you and I'll never deny that ever, not never, 

From this very second 

I need you, nothing else matters but you, my love, you and only God above are the one to know
exactly how I feel, 

In any moment if I die in your arms i know that you would take my soul and keep it deep inside your
heart, 

it's there from the start, 

Moments pass and oh my honey, I need you so bad, 

for the rest of my life, my wife, God made, 

From moment you entered my life you made everything right in my world where everything is oh so
wrong, 

From this moment on I promise to love you always, 

No matter what life throws at us, 

I need you and always will, 

From this moment honey, your love to me feels just like magic I can't explain it, 

Mesmerizing, hypnotized by all that you are, 

From that moment when you smile and talk to me, you have total control, 

You have power like nothing I felt before, I can't understand it I can't decipher it nonetheless
forevermore it's you I will adore, 

I give my all to you freely, to everything you say do or mention you always have my full attention, 

I've let all of my feelings show for all world to see, 

I'm proud of you, 

I want you to know 

From this moment on for the rest of my life,  
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I need you as my wife, my life, my friend to the very end,  

   

I love you  
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 Lessons of loneliness

Since you been gone I've learned a lot,

I learned what loneliness and solitude is,

You could be standing in a crowd with a million people and friends around you still feel completely
alone, half and never ever whole,

Life without you is impossible to bare, 

A life without the abundant warming love and so much more that you share, 

Lifes meaning, would have nothing to look forward to if any at all, 

A meaningless life, A life spent in solitude and loneliness of my own soul and mind, 

My body just a shell going through the motions of the day it feel like hell,

A life without you, I could just never smile, not even for just a little while,

A life without you simply wouldn't be worthwhile, 

I simply cannot imagine living such a loveless life, 

I would hate living and have nothing to share, something I just can't bear,

It can't be just anyone to share my life it has to be you, as my wife, I looked so hard and long for
you,

A life without your love by my side, with no lifes guide just simply kills me inside,

A reality where I would be a man broken and shattered inside, 

I would be left with nothing but emptiness within, 

Sadness which would radiate from my soul to my outer skin, as I have experienced before but never
been this painful,

So I want you to know I love you more than words can say more than I could even explain any other
way, 

For living a life without you would be gray days with no sun to come out and play, no fun feeling like
my soul and body are done,

You have given me the greatest gift that only you can give, and I so dearly missed, impossible to
resist,

The love and care within your heart, my reason to fight for that right to stand by your side as each
other's  guides.  

Thank for having me in your life ?
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 I wake everyday 

I wake up every day with your smile on my face, my  mind and in my heart, 

What a great way for the day to start, 

God knows I love making you mine, 

It's a beautiful sight to behold, so soft and so kind, 

Almost beyond my dreams and so it seems, 

My dreams are filled with the thought of me and you, 

There's nothing else that I can do but dream of you, 

I awake and smile, for my dreams have come true because of beautiful you, 

I have you to guide me through my troubles and fears, 

I know we'll always be here for each other through our struggles and tears, 

I love you more than infinity and beyond, 

You mean everything to me, I just want you to know, 

I'll be here for you no matter the the problem good or bad, happy or sad, 

  

You will always be first thing on my mind in the morning through out the day through the night, 

  

I don't know what I have done for God to have him give me such an angel like you, 

  

I kneel and pray everyday to thank him for an angel he brought into my life.
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 When I wake 

You came into my life unexpectedly, 

We called it fate of God's hand, his plan, 

Then everything took a turn for the better. 

You're incredible heart and  elegance you show me and  everyone you see, 

How you handle life I'm in awe, 

How incredibly smart and beautiful you are, 

Your warm eyes way you look at me at sometime makes me giggle and blush, 

Something I've never experienced what a rush, 

Your laugh that is so cute it makes me smile with pure joy, 

The sincere way you speak to me and how you never break eye contact with me, as if looking deep
inside me, 

The kindness and kissess you showed me with those beautiful arms wrapped tightly around me,
holding me, 

To top this all off, beautiful body from head to toes, back to front, I catch myself staring with my
mouth open with my heart racing as I sit still, 

All became a part of my life. 

As you unfolded yourself to me, 

Allowed me to see your world, to become part of your life, 

How honored I am to have this great privilege you so graciously give to me, 

I discovere more and more beauty well beyond just what I see outside,  

I couldn't dream this good if I tried, 

I have never seen so much 

gentleness in one person. 

Without even knowing it, 

You slowly made a place for yourself in my heart. 

You painstakingly stitched every inch of my broken shattered life together with the finest threads of
your Love, the tears from you I felt fall apoun my chest washing the stains and pain from my life
away as you did so, 

It seem so hard at times to feel so close in a relationship. 

I've been hurt, used and abused so much I was even afraid of your touch, 

But it's so easy to feel close to you. 

I can't tell you how wonderful that feels deep inside, 

I realize now that I had never known what it meant to be loved completely until I was loved by you. 

With your hair in a mess beautiful to me, 
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That what I look forwards to everyday when I wake.
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 Sad but true dedicated to you

  

I WAKE UP IN THE MORNING AND FRIST THING I HEAR IS YOU, SISTER COUGHING AND
CHOKING AS A DIRECT RESULT OF CIGARETTE SMOKING. YOU OFTEN SAT AROUND AND
IGNORANTLY PRETENDED, TO HOOKED TO CARE, YOU WERE UNAWARE INTO YOUR
BODY IT DID MORE THAN CREEP, NOW REAPER STANDS LAUGHING AT YOUR FEET
WAITING FOR HIS KEEP. YOU GOT INTO THE HABIT AND WOULD OFTEN REACH OUT TO
SHOVE ANOTHER SQUARE INTO YOUR MOUTH, AS DID I. I TOOK MY LESSONS FROM
SITTING HERE LISTING AND WATCHING YOU SLOWLY DIE, THE SURGEON GENERAL
OFTEN SAID, THERE'S ONLY ANSWER. THAT IF YOU CONTINUE TO SMOKE, YOU'RE
GONNA GET CANCER. WELL NOW IN STAG FOUR AND ALL THE LOVED ONES CAN DO IS
SIT HELPLESS AND TAKE CARE OF YOU, WATCH YOU TURN BLUE AND GO BOO HOO.
TONS OF MEDS AND NOW IT'S EVEN HARD TO BE FED. YOU OFTEN THOUGHT THIS WAS A
VERY BIG JOKE,I GUESS THE JOKE WAS ON YOU, AND NOW YOU'VE BECOME MORE THAN
ADDICTED TO CIGARETTE SMOKE. EVEREY NIGHT STILL I WATCH AND HEAR YOU
CHOKE,YOU GO TO BED. YOUR EYES ARE BLOOD RED, AND A CIGAREETE IS THE FIRST
THING YOU GRAB WHEN YOU CRAWL INTO AND OUT OF BED. WHEN YOU TRY TO GIVE UP
SMOKING, YOU CONSANTLY FAIL. BECAUSE OF YOUR CRAVING FOR ANOTHER WHITE
COFFIN NAIL WILL NEVER FAIL. IT'S WHAT MANUFACTURERS WANTED, IT WAS THEIR
INTENT TO MAKE SURE YOU COULDN'T PUT DOWN. WHITE WICKED COFFIN NAIL. 

YOUR COUGH IS MORE THAN ROUGH IT SOUND LIKE A HACK. 

BUT YOU'LL NO LONGER  BUY CIGARETTES PACK AFTER PACK, INSTEAD YOU ASK FOR
ONE BY ONE UNTIL THEY WON WITH YOUR CRAVING FOR THESE FAGS THAT YOU
CONTINUALLY CRAVE. YOUR ONE AND ONLY DESTINEY IS A VERY EARLY GRAVE. 

YOU SHOULD OF TRYIED TO GIVE UP THESE FAGS LOT SOONER BUT NOW YOU KNOWS
ITS TOO LATE, THE WHITE COFFIN NAILS HAVE SEALED YOUR FATE. 

BECAUSE YOU'VE ALREADY MADE AND SIGNED A CONTRACT TO DIE BEFORE YOUR TIME
THAT'S THE PRICE YOU PAY FOR SMOKING THEM ONE AT A TIME. 

HOW MANY TIMES DID YOU REALLY TRY TO QUIT. 

ONLY TO FIND ANOTHER CIGARETTE AT YOUR LIP WAITING TO BE LIT. 

HOW YOU SEALED YOUR FATE LIKE SO MANY OTHERS HAVE DONE EVEN WITH CANCER
YOU GRAB FOR ANOTHER ONE. 

NOW THERE'S NOTHING  DOCTORS AND NURSES CAN DO, TELLING US AND EVERYONE
LET HER DO WHAT SHE WANTS TO DO. 

FIRST TIME I'VE EVER HEARD OF A NURSE TELL ME A LETTER SMOKE LIKE IT'S A BIG
FUCKING JOKE. 

THE NURSE IS NOT THE ONE THAT HAS TO WATCH YOU DIE, IT'S THE LOVED WHO HELP
YOU WILL SOON FIND YOU BLUE. 

THE PEOPLE WHO GROW TOBACCO, THEY'RE NOT YOUR FRIEND. 

THEY'RE PREPARING YOUR LIFE FOR A VERY UNTIMELY END. 

AND THE PEOPLE WHO MANUFACTURE THIS DEADLY WEED. 
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ARE ONLY IN BUSINESS FOR THE MONEY, PROFIT AND GREED. THE YOUNG AND THE
INNOCENT AND THE VERY WEAK. THESE ARE THE VICTIMS THESE MANUFACTURES SEEK
SO DO YOU KNOW WHERE THIS SMOKING IS LEADING YOU TO MY SMART ASS FRIENDS.
ITS LEADING YOU TO A VERY EARLY AND UNTIMELY END. 

  

AS YOUR BROTHER NOW THERE'S NO MORE LIE, 

I'M GOING TO DO MORE THAN JUST TRY, I WILL WIN THIS FIGHT, I WILL WIN THIS BATTLE, I
AM STRONG ENOUGH, I WILL WIN FOR ME NOBODY ELSE, NOT MY DAUGHTERS OR SON,
OR EVEN MY WIFE ITS ONLY WAY  TO MAKE  SURE I WILL ENDURE!
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 My honor 

As I stanned and look upon the star nothing really more than the Spirit in the Sky now, but I
remember when I was young and I held you as a child, and over time as we both grew I realized you
became savior of our world, you're granted me the gift of life ever eturnal, to do your bidding spread
good cheer amongst all life spread blessings of love and understanding and hope and prosperity,
and as your worker I will not fail you I forever will kneel before my creator. I will try no matter how
hard, I will give my best, no matter how big, no matter how hopless, I will surender my all that I am to
you my oldest friend, no matter what life give me I will do your bidding. You never give a life to any
one who can not handle it so I know I can handle my task. Thank you for my life you gave to me.
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 I will 

I will do anything my dear to make you happy, to show how much I care,

I will go to the ends of the earth to the depths of the sea and beyond edges of the universe if you
needed to find anything and everything that your heart's desire, you set my heart and soul on fire,

I will give it my all even risking life and limb or any it takes takes to make you happy if only for ever,

I will give up my life if needs be to protect my angel, 

I will be your hero, your knight in shining armor, 

I will always protect you from anything there may be

that could frighten, threaten, or harm you my sweetie,

I will do anything to defense my lady's honor, 

I will do everything in this life to give you all that you need want and so rightly deserve, 

I will always try for my sweet angel to do what is right.

I will do everything for you to be happy, 

healthy, safe, full of peace and strength just pure delight to see you smile,

I will do anything it takes to let you know you matter most,

I will always give you my best, treating you with dignity and respect, love ,caring, and my greatest
tenderness like you given me, I will do everything to heal your heart, mind, body, soul as you done
to me,

you're the greatest dream I never could ever dream of no matter how hard I try, sometimes I kneel
before God and cried  to thank him for the angel he gave me, then you catch me you ask me why I
cry, because you touch me just that deeply life has been good to me, well now you know, I will do
everything that you want and need because my heart and soul command me by god above, you're
my lady, my best friend, my lover, beyond forever to the end.
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 It's you, know what I mean?

When you move, or walk,

It always makes me smile,

It's you, know what I mean? 

When you talk,

It always touches my heart,

It's you, know what I mean? 

Looking at your angelic face

Makes me happy all the time

My adorable angel,

It's you, know what I mean? 

In this lifetime, I never thought lady like you be mine,

It's you, know what I mean?

The one time I argue back,

Anytime I speak my mind,

Everytime I take a stand,

It's just the darndest, cutest thing,

It's you, know what I mean?

The one time I'm feeling mad, or

anytime I scowl or smirk,

It's you, know what I mean? 

Everytime I've had enough,

It's just too damn adorable.

It's you, know what I mean? 

The one time I back away,

Anytime I shrink with fear,

Every time I am afraid,

It's just because It you, know what I mean?

Let's be fair, what can you do?

Listen to me Respect me, love me, as you always do, It's you, know what I mean?

I can't hold a straight face ,or get mad ,argue, or any of that when it comes to you simply adorable,
because It's l you, know what I mean? 

Love you I do.
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 Family  dedicated to my sister Kathleen 

My sister has cancer stage 4 I'm care taker and my niece to help in thet last month and her now
deceased husband Tim as well I care for because she could not do it alone. She asked me to write
letter to the family and this is it, 

  

Family a depth of loved of special kind a gift from the creator above only family members can do this
is true,

Only family who know you well enough to see beyond bravado and pride to what's real inside know
your grown and tall,

Who's there to share your cares fears, and tears.

Family made from memories of when you were small,

The people who know your best to your worst amongst them all,

Family are ones whom you're blessed.

Without them you start to believed your cursed, this would not even be the worst,

You're just like them a copy a gift of love so you don't forget,

 "No way! Some say but only to see it true later in life your saying what mom and dad did to.

Family is made of different parts but we're all the same

and not just our hearts.

A thread of love joins us all, incredibly strong and resilient,

It's flimsy at times it trembles,

but never breaks but joins us all,

It's unseen it's invisible at times but can feel it like a tight grip without slip

But when things get rough,

Its family shows it cares better than any friend could or dare,

Family hauls us back together when we're lost, separated or stranded, never left abandon.

Throughout the years many lessons I have learned,

At the end when it's all said and done,  family starts to die one by one, as you stand before their
casket with your head hung knowing that the very actions of your life the very words you spoke can
never be taken back once. you speak those words good or bad reasons regardless it cannot be
taken back and all the sorry in the world won't fix what you had just said and done in your life time
from past, these words spoken will last, the worst is now you have to live with the consequences of
your actions , so do the one smart thing and think before you speak, stop and think of the actions,
words you are doing or saying you don't know the domino effect or the reaction it will have, or who it
will affect, do you really want to live with that? This is your family treat them with the greatest
respecta and always love your family unconditionally and don't hold grudges don't take them to the
Grave because it's our creator you have to face. You don't want to be playing the would of,  should
of , could of,  game before you close your eyes. 
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 My core

 You are my core, one I truly adore, you bought my cold abandon soul to life , 

you make my spirit soar, 

You are my core , the very spirit that dewels inside me, 

you given me ability to stand think again, 

You are my core, You given me true friendship ones most wish they had, 

you given me hope and strength, so much more,

You are my core, you inspire my greatest thoughts and dreams, 

you even seem to know all I do it seems, 

You are my core, you replaced all negative thoughts and gave me my fight back for life, 

You are my core, you shared your hopes and dreams with me, you share your life with me, how
proud I am and honored to be with you,

You are my core, 

You are the core

All the values, all that a woman should be, is definitely you,

You are the core of truth,

You are core to love life all that is beautiful,

You are core to wisdom, 

You are core to kindness, 

You are core to true strength, 

You are core to me, all because of you I now stand tall, once again free of night mare that now
abandon me,

You are core to my heart to share life with, you make me whole,

You are the core the very center, to all we are and will be in our life, you needed to know my love for
you are my core. 

I love you
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 Your true angel 

You're like a garden of endless flowers blossoming into the most beautiful flower fields of life,

One I could look at for ever not just hours,

You're like a shining star, highest brightest in the night sky,

Your woman of greatness,

You're extremely wonderful,

You're extremely charming,

You're extremely beautiful,

Your extremely smart,

You are priceless

to me I'm speachless,

Yes, you are perfect to me,

I'm beyond crazy or love sick call it what you want over you, so much I can't stop writing these
poems just for you,

I don't know what to do, 

I honored to call you mine forever till end of time,

If I love you too much then it be up to you to tell me so,

I refuse to love you less,

I just can't, that's not way I was tough to love, 

in good times and bad,

happy or sad, rich or poor, 

In sickness and health, 

no matter what happens or where life takes us, 

your very presents in my life completes me,

creator brought into this world for a reason, I like to believe it was for us to be one,

your the best that's ever happen to me ever, 

given from man above,

at times I believe you really are a angel,

From your looks to your mind and more,

I studied ever part of you closely,

You bare marks on you back, body

Unique to any human,

I even find feathers I can't explain where they come from once in a while,

Sounds crazy but it true, 
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if you are, it explains everything,

Yes you!

I forever call you, my love, my mentor ,my angle, my friend, I hope mine to the end. To you 

this I will confess.

As long as I have breath.

I'm going to do anything it takes to please you, to make you happy and proud,

Call me love sick.

Call me silly.

I just don't care I just need you near,

You deserve more than anyone could ever share,

You're God's greatest work. 

God's greatest gift,

He labored longer and harder over you than any other, I know,

The things you can do amaze me and many the witness all that you do, there's no way to explain
any of it,

Even the words I love you don't come remotely close, it's like your my better half I been missing my
whole life,

I do, adore, cherish you,

Love you "More".
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 What happen in my past 

What you're about to read is a hundred percent true,this is just a drop of water in the endless Sea
that has happened to me in the last 4 years, but for every one door that closes in life another one,
giving me a better depth of Life understanding a greater degree of learning in my life greater than
most because of this I am not the same and I never will be ever again. 

  

  

I m going to attempt to explain to you what I been through so you understand just how much you
done in repairing me and my soul .  I'm one when I say I love I mean for ever ok so now to you I say
for ever I will love only you ! I want to say this first before I continue because what im going to
explain to you will be painful to read at what happen to me.   I'm one who's vary selective at what I
date or go out with . I been with only 3 women in my life 1 girlfriend 1 married wife for a year ended
in disaster and 1 for 24 years that the one I truly thought was you life mate and pledged my life to .
Our relation ship was golden for 24.7 years u till she hit 47 years old we wanted kids and the
American dream and worked at it like any other . We were deeply In love ,so much so I created
something and patented it to make sure if anything happened to me she be ok im very mechanically
inclined and think way outside the box in life and to add to how much I loved her gave her half of it ,
we could finish each others sentences and knew what each wanted for dinner and felt it was to say
magical to us , we always worked out problems we never fought or argued we talked them out never
running away . But one year she started worrying about change of life and this happened shortly a
few years after her loosing  1 but I think 2 pregnancy and I could not get her to a doctor worried
about her I pushed her maybe to hard but  it was out of fear and I knew me getting children was not
going to happen anymore  not being able to except this I could not even look at babies section
anymore in stores this I did  know it had a impact on her to loosing 2 hurt her and I massively to.
Then at her work to make things worse one guy managed to get her away from me and that here I
refused to see it ,and I questioned  her and the first time she ran from me and stayed in a hotel not
calling or texting me at all till morning where she was whispering and when I asked her why she was
whispering she denied  it . When she got home into a shower she jumped instantly I washed cloths
after that and found stains in her undies I knew but I still denied  it . At that point over come with
grief I wrapped a cord around my neck and tried to kill myself but I don't remember that I was told
this by her she saved me I woke on the floor her panting and crying . I ran up stairs and cried harder
than I ever have knowing what she had done she cried next to me and admission explained to me
what I feared at that point I hurt even worse . As weeks progressed I spiraled out of control and
asked if she truly loved me two weeks went by and on October 31 she told me she thought she was
fooling her self and did not I asked her if she had a boy friend she said does that matter I said yes 
she told me she did at that point I drank rubbing  alcohol  and she refused to do anymore got up and
left me to die there I fallowed her to the garage were I watched her drive away left me there to die .
My friend Frank and William  came by and saved me they called a ambulance were I woke up week
later, where I had marks on my body that I did not come in with hand prints on my back and
shoulders ,cross engraved in my ribs. They hurt and stayed on me for months cross still there  I was
served with a restraining order and because of me trying to kill myself ended up in court 13 times in
5 months and total of court was 27 times in  31 months by time I was done a ton of doctors and
psychologist to. I tried to woo her and get her to talk to me and get my id's  back to but she had me
arrested and incarcerated thanks to my great best  friend Mark bailed me out   She stripped me of
everything even texted me through a third party to try and strip me of my patent half making me a
offer and even every gift my family and friends gave me my family things my dad and mom gave me
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I mean everything. All I have is my cloths to my name and thanks to a few friends helped me one
who took me in named Lisa  that hurt me endlessly a bi polar loon a tick woman who dinks heavy
and takes a host of medication and takes  it with wine, beer, vodka, to make it worse a drama queen
and could not keep anything to her self, hid from the law , can't tell a story straight even if she had to
read it she couldn't, always got to know everyone's business and the time I spent there she called
me my friends and my family names and hurt me all the time even waking me in the middle of the
night just to scream at me she would go through all my things and take what she wanted , like I was
dumb and not noticed they were gone , my only source of refuge was a girl casey who filled me In
on everything that was said and done we were each others informers  she had same problems to 
like me , I discovered a pattern she did the same thing to everyone else who ever been there , even
officers warned me not long ago about her . But out of this it hardened me and changed me my soft
genital side into a cold callus fuck you man, she managed to strip my soft genital caring side away,
but out of this I grew taught me a lesson I hope most never have to learn . It taught me how strong I
am and lucky I am to still be alive but for how long I thrive on my mate now gone . I will never be the
same again ever. 

But .... Then there by fate or by God  there you came  

My life changed like God slapping me in face when you came into my life. Thank you for loving me
unconditionally. 
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 Dedicated to my sister I'm sorry my sister

  

My sister passed at last, 

This day 2-9-2019, 725 am, 

Cancer consumed her all, 

The white coffin nails never fails they get them all, 

Pain she endured living was great, never let it show, tough she was, 

There is no longer a struggle for her, 

I wish I had emotions to let it show but I don't I'm ice cold in my soul to death, 

I went faced to face with grim reaper hundred times, 

I've kept my life only to watch hundreds of others die, 

Harder from this world and all I seen and done, 

I hate my self for being this way, 

So much left in me unsung, 

I hate world those who engraved me,  my body, and soul this way, 

I envy those who have deep emotions who can let it show, 

I cry a thousand times inside never to let it show or go, 

Remembing them all one by one, 

You become so numb it like drinking water just that simple, 

We lost this battle but sister won war, 

There is no more for her to endure, 

She free as can be, 

Happy once again in arms of love ones and family, 

To my sister from your brother I'm sorry I cant let it show like all rest, 

But maybe I was harden for that reason I'm here now to let your soul go
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 My days quest 

With heavy heart I can't bare to watch My sister part, 

To live means we all must die, 

My sister and I talked often and we sometimes cried, 

Her biggest talks were often of me, 

So proud she be of me, 

I would hang just my head and cry, I felt I was a disgrace to whole human race, 

She told me I brought her confort just to be here by here side, but always talked of this it made her
cry,  she begged me to forgive my self for what I have done, saying "God will understand he see
how much you hurt he will confort you my brother", 

"I have tried but cannot, I said time and again sorry sister it lives in me to the end", 

My mind goes into a ranting rage, caged inside my mine, 

The things I've done in past order by command, laced with things I've witnessed, prohibits my ability
to forgive my self, 

I wish I could, 

I give anything and everything and to fill the dark void in me if only for a minute, just to feel real,
human again, to feel what God gave us all at birth, 

once filled with inocense of life love, respect of all living  things, 

Now never to be the same, hole put there by time will remain, but I found aways to keep my self
happy and reframe from emotional pain I can barely sustain, 

My one and only takes so much of ache away just by her kisses and her warm hands, 

Way she holds me I know she's remolding me, 

Heaven sent, 

She can bring me to my knees, 

My poems, my letters and stories help me vent, 

restore my feelings slowly but only for a bit so I write all the time try to make the rhyme, became
hooked, like a drug, I can't quite, 

So all I can do is my best, pass days quest, to all that read now you know it why I try so hard to
write, it's more than a gift. 

It keeps the faith in me to all that's good in life how fills the void.
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 Last quest 

  

My sister last quest, 

She did her best at life day by day, 

Never letting any part defeat her, she let it all greet her, 

Never ran from it but took command, 

You asked only three things from me  I fulfilled. 

Still don't know why only these, 

to stay to end, 

poem to family while ur alive, 

one directly after death, 

Family orientated just by nature, 

Proud she was at children she raised, 

Grand children she was beyond amazed, Isis was your princess, everyone knows what I mean, 

Her family was her soarse  of energy, 

Her greatest friend was there to the end, 

Even in all pain she was in she never stopped the fight for the right to life, 

It was her time, God took her by the hand back to his land, 

We all love miss you. 

Last poem of your moving on, to your new home
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 Happy sister now

She walks in beauty, like the night

Of cloudless climes and starry skies,

And all that's best of dark and bright

Meet in her aspect and her eyes;

Thus mellowed to that tender light

Which heaven to gaudy day denies.

One shade the more, one ray the less,

Had half impaired the nameless grace

Which waves in every raven tress,

Or softly lightens  her face,

Where thoughts serenely sweet express,

How pure, how dear their dwelling-place.

And on that cheek, and of that brow,

So soft, so calm, yet eloquent,

The smiles that win, the tints that glow,

But tell of days in goodness spent,

A mind at peace with all below,

A heart whose love is innocent! 

To my sis 
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 I just want you

"I want to be your motivation, inspiration, and everything in between.

I want to be the reason for your smile, the one who turns your frown upside down.

I want to be the one you look up to and admire and the one you desire.

The voice in your heart, not your ear, telling you everything that you need, not want to hear.

I want to mean enough to you to be your solution to all life's ups and downs.

I want you to need me every morning when you wake up, during the day when you have had
enough.

I want to feel your excitement to kiss me goodnight after your day has been so rough.

I need and want all these things from you because you're the only one who gets me through.

I love you more and more each day; it's true.

You have blessed me with a beautiful life, made together by both of us.

I need all these things from you because my most treasured title is your wife."
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 What do you do ? I just want you

 

What do you do? 

What do you do when every day you have is blue because you don't have your honey next to you. 

What are you to do when you're so lonely and every day is gray because your honey is not there to
shine her light on you. 

What do you do when you're just struggling to make every day when your heart is so lonely.

When you resort to praying more than you ever have in your life and you find yourself crying yourself
to sleep what do you do. 

What do you do when your heart is calling for the one and life seems to be stalling but there's so
much work for us both to do. 

When we should be working together forever to make our dreams come true, shining the light upon
each other on the gray days that we'll both know will come to us as days goes on.

What do you do when you have to have her so bad you feel yourself turning blue. You go to her you
find her look her in the eyes can you tell her from your heart what she means to you. 
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 My Squeek

You're my daughter , my life, my love,

The air that I breathe.

You're my soul, my happiness my little ball of joy,

Your all that I need.

You're my light, my dark,

The stars in the sky.

You're my ups, my downs,

The reason I try and will never stop, 

You're my strength, my weakness,

 love from the start.

You're my heartache, my pain,

The beat of my heart

You're my tears, my joy,

The love that you bring, smiles you give, the pure sweetness in essence of being so beautiful  such
a young lady you will always be my little girl ,You're my world, my galaxy, You're my everything, you,

Always will be
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 Eternity

Take a moment,

Look at all the beauty

In this world God gives,

Like birds chirping

Merrily going tree to tree, squirrels ,flowers,even bees,

The night waves of the lakes as we drive along beautiful road,

Like a picture road side tumble weeds catus to,

God given all these great gifts,

Like a cold rain storm

Lightly coats the roads ahead as steam rises,

Reaching the many eyes to see magic of rainbows,

But love true colors of life, comes from two who know it's true between the two,

The rainbow of love that's made is god's gift as also the mate that given to us from our creator
above, love is...Eternity
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 To my Father 

  

In the mornings when I wake and my days are horrible from the start and nothing but grayest fills the
air and my heart, you're the light that will light the way all day, you're the breath inside me when I
can't breath a second more, you are my eye  when my vision blurry i can not see no more, you're
the strength of my body when my body fails and i have none, you refresh my body and soul when
my body and soul  aches for thirst for you, you are the beating of my heart when my heart has
nothing left to beat, you are the blood that circulates within me that keeps me alive,  you are the
strength of my legs to Carrie on your work when I can't stand anymore, you given me this world and
all that i am because of you, you will always be and make you my world, I love you deeply and I Will
always, always Love you only, unconditionally follow you always my Father. 

From your son       
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 Truth to beauty 

Truth to beauty 

There are very few women in the world who have been truly beautiful.  

When you look for that beautiful woman you must look deeper then her physical beauty.

You must look past her many physical attributes, past the shape of her body the curve of her hip
and the way that she

responds to pleasure. 

Past even her attentiveness

to your needs, her response to your advances.

You must look deeper inside.  

When you look at her mind, you must see the beauty of her intellect, the power of her mental
essence, the love that she radiates, and that special

person that she is.  

But,even that is not deep enough.

You must look to her personality, that which has been forged through the fires of life, the 

rigors of hardships, and the pain of physical challenges.  That personality which reflects 

in her eyes, and will glow with its shining life.

It will be like a star, that in the evening filament

twinkles and the humor of her personality will 

flicker into your awareness with joyous abandon.

But, even that is not deep enough.  

You must pass even her personality to reach into 

her heart.  Her heart must beat with a passion, 

she must pulse with love. Her blood must flow 

carrying to her fingertips the messages 

of her love.  Written in tender touches for you alone.

Even that is not deep enough to discover the truly

beautiful person.  

To be truly beautiful, to really surpass all others, 

you must glance into her soul.  Surrounded by her aura, 

cradled in her essence, this is the place of true beauty.  

Its reflection sharper then the calmest waters of a fountain.  

A soul of true spirituality.  Its here that beauty is truly found.  Forever tranquil, in the endless
memories that

each time you meet her impress themselves into your heart mind ,body, soul.
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 Beyond Comprehension

For the first time in my life the words that I try to write are in total dismay,

My mind is scattered asking what's the matter,

As my heart laughs back knowing what has happened,

But my body and soul being alone and cold for so long it's an instant jolt to life,

Not like you haven't talked to other ladies it's not like you didn't know anybody else but  this this is
beyond any comprehension in your heart mind body or soul could ever imagine,

This it's too good to be real it seems, almost like a dream,

A woman has created a fire that brought back a deep desire,

Not just to live again but to stand up and try

And hope to God I can make her mine,

She's incredibly smart and sweet and talented too beyond comprehension of any dream I could ever
do, she is beyond even what I could dream she's everything one could ever want one that would
bow before her just in pure honor, I hope she knows that the heart she holds will never hurt her will
always be faithful and true it will always love her and be there always defend her no matter what
happens, I will never leave her side but to be each other's life's guide holding hands to build a better
life for her and I

I wish I could get the words right but I just can't seem to do it she has stirred so much of my mind I
can barely think of anything else but her!
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 Can\\\'t sleep 

As the night draws near winds blowing, things knocking and things falling on the roof, the least of my
problems,  sleeping is the one thing I fear,

To lay my head in a bed knowing that the nightmares and sadness will soon be there,

I can't sleep at night I have a hard time, I have for more than 20 years,

Things from my past the horrible memories that seem always last, they never go away no matter
what I try to do or even say,

The convictions that I have to live with the black hole that it left inside that never goes away and
eats at my insides and never hides,

I exhaust myself waking up soaking wet from sweat,

Running from, and to ,looking down range more than I should, more than I wanted to,

They say these things must happen but I believe there are some things that should never happen
but they just do, man's good at that plan,

But this is the price some pay for the world we live in today,

I'm getting tired of crying out into the night and getting tired of screaming out of fright,

They say we're all put here for a purpose but mine seems to be undefined,

I can't figure out why the Lord would do this it almost seems as if he's turned his cheek,

And by the morning I'm more tired than when I started,

Feeling more than just broken hearted, I Fall to my knees, with tears in my eyes I pray beg the Lord
please is all I can do to make it through one more day.
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 God's plan

  

God plan  

I can see the flower which grow apon this earth all unique and beautiful, gods plan.

See the strong stems and deep green leaves.

I see all the adversity it had to overcome to grow as beautiful as they do.

As long as I am I will thrive,

As my life grows back, I shall become strong.

Like flowers my family is soil in which my roots grow strong, my friends as my water helps feed me,
my God as light in which I grow, 

I will rise with my petals high.

My life as a flower I will bloom and prosper as I grow.

I may not be the best but I am just as beautiful as the rest, unique in my own quest.

I will stand as one, but not a lone but surrounded by many, one call home.

The tears will be far from my smile.. 

As my God as our gardener of life it's his plan by his hand we are all his flowers in life. We are all
created to shine.
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 True blue friend to the end 

  

I thank God for you in my life ,I hope that is something that you already know  

I know what your life here has meant to me 

It changed me in so many ways ,

It has been a blessing sent from God, that I truly see  

In you I see

A delicate but strong person

In you I see

A loving and kind person

In you I see

A sharing and giving soul

In you I see

A wise and valued friend

In you I see

A very beautiful woman

In you I see

A very moral person

In you I see

A woman who has became my best friend,  

With you I feel

The softness of your heart

With you I feel

The commitment of true love

With you I feel

You sharing your strengths to support me and lift me up

With you I feel

Valued as a human being

With you I feel

Wisdom so great and beyond your years

With you I feel

The beauty that God has placed in your soul

With you I feel

That you are truly my best friend, my life
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With you I feel

Blessed to be your best friend  

You are the picture and example of a perfect friend and hope to the end,

A person that we are all so blessed to know in our lives  

It is you and your love that has changed me

God through you has shown me who I need to be  

The message I see through you from God above

Is that through you God has filled my heart with love  

I just want you to know that I realize that I have been blessed so true

That I know now that God loves me and he has shown me that through you  

So please believe that I feel so free and in love with you

That to God I promise I am his and then yours and always true  

I promise to you my devotion and the rest of my life

Because with you I have a God sent gift, a truly  beautiful friend for life.
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 Never ending poem

I write to the people so they know the way I feel, 

I write to let them know what is real, 

I write for the love and passion I have inside me, 

I always write what is true what my heart tells what I should do, 

I've always been the different one I never fit with anyone, 

I use my heart as its judge jury and helps understand what to feel and keeps direction in my life, 

I've talked to lot ladies but non would never due, 

Ones I thought would be true, but we're not, broke my heart and made me blue, 

Years have passed not really searching because my heart's been so broken, 

For the first time I can't explain what's happened to me, 

What's happening has gone beyond anything I could have dreamed anything I could have thought
could happen to me, 

It's left me gasping to breathe from The impressions I have received, not just by sheer beauty, 

I left my heart with a small spark a warmth that hasn't felt in a long time, 

Now a roaring flame exist, 

It left me reeling to know more, 

I left me daydreaming all the time, 

And left me dreaming of great things at night and a future I know will  comes true, 

It made me remember the defender that I can be, 

It's been a long time since I've had tears of joy, 

It's been a long time since my heart had ache this much, 

I can barely concentrate on anything I do because my mind is always dreaming of you, 

I can write this poem only to you because this poem, 

Is the NeverEnding poem, 

You see everyday that we're together this poem only gets better and forever more I'll adore Lucy
and Eleanor, 

I will do everything I can to make you both happy warm comfortable, bellies full, and a smile on your
faces, 

I will be your defender your knight in shining armor when draknesscimes looking, I will give none a
break when it comes to protecting you both, 

I don't care anymore what the future holds as long as your hand is in mine and our daughters
intertwined, 

True riches is not the money you have true riches is having a loved one to share your life with, we
look into each other's eyes and being able to speak volumes without moving our lips, 

To feel each other's heartbeats against each other, 
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To feel the breath of the one you love on your shoulder and against your neck, 

To be each other's guidance during life, 

And never giving up on each other or what life's has to share but being there, together as one, 

Too rich is standing before God I'm telling him this is the one you want for the rest of your life 

Then it becomes the NeverEnding story 

So from these days forward this poem/story will never end 

It will have its good days and bad days it's ups and downs, days  you feel like frowning but you just
can't because you have the loved ones near to help you through those days, so I had made
something for you short video to make you understand how true this never ending poem will be I
love you always Lucy and Eleanor, 

  

More to come
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